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Put Yourself in the Picture
Our Free 80 page Catalog has hundreds of Kites.
Get into the sky with the latest kite designs from Into The
Wnd, America's leading mail order kite company for 16 years.
We specialize in unmatched selection and fast service, and we
guarantee your complete satisfaction with everything you buy.
Call, write, FAX or e-mail us for your Catalog today.

Into the Wind
1408-AG Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 . (800) 541-0314

(303) 449-5356 . FAX (303) 449-7315 • intowind@aol.com



-you're looking for a line that F[
You're looking for a flyline that is DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT.

You're looking for a flyline that offers such STUNNING CONTROL
that you can positively FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!

You're looking for

FLY LIKE YOU MEAN IT!TM

You'll find competitors flying LaserPro™ lines at most festivals. Ask
them about the LaserPro ™ difference!

•••••••••••••• • • •• •• ••
RETAIL DEALERS!
Get your LaserPro out of the back room and into your
prospects' hands with a custom Point-of-Purchase
Display, Highlight the convenience of LaserPro ready-to
fly line sets and let them FEEL THE LASERPRO DIFFERENCE
with a nifty line sampler. A great way to get your kite
sales soaring!

970-242-3002
http://www.innotex.com
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W.S.I.K.F.
P.O. Box 387· Long Beach, WA 98631

Sponsored by the Long Beach Merchants Assoc.

International Opportunity 
Invitation to Berlin Festival

First place winners of the hand-crafted Comprehen
sive Single Line Competition will have a chance to
win an all expense paid trip to the International Kite
Festival of Berlin, September 1998.

ENJOY A WEEK OF KITES
AUG. 19-2,5, 1996
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WANTED

DACRON 30 LB.

8 PANELES
PANELS

PANNEAUX

TUCHE

6x4 MM. FIBRA DE CARBONC

CARBON FIBER

FIVRE DE CARBONE

KOHLEFASER

127 eM.ISO"

64,S cM.133,S"

128 GRMJO,27 LB.

K-42ICAREX StGRM.

108 GRMJO,22 LB.

64,5 CM.I33,S"

127 CM./SOll

a PANELES

PANELS

PANNEAUX

TUCHE

6MMo CARBONO ULTRALIGERO

ULTRA LIGHT CARBON

ULTRA LIGHT CARBONE

ULTRA LIGHT KOHLEFASER

DACRON 30 LB.

JOYSTICK + POLYESTER 2S KG.
JOYSTICK + POLYESTER 25 KG. (3X16 M.)

(3x16 M.)

0 4 5 6 7 0 4 5 6 7

I I I I
0 5 10 0 10

I I I I
0 5 10 0 10

I I I I
0 5 10 0 5 10

I- I I- I
0 5 10 0 5 10

I I I I
* ** *** * c:::J** 1***I

ti 127 eM.ISO"

iii 64,5 cM.J33,Stl

• 137 GRMJO,29 LB.

i1@l

~
NYLON RIPSTOP 60GRM.

4 PANELES

El PANELS

PANNEAUX

TUCHE

6x4 MM. FIBRA DE CARBONO• CARBON FIBER

FIYRE DE CARBONE

KOHLEFASER

a DACRON 30 LB.

~
[lI] JOYSTICK + POLYESTER 25 KG.

(3X16 M.)

0 2 4 5 6 7

I I

• 0 5 10

I I

• 0 5 10
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• 0 5 10
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II 0 5 10
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T
EOLO-GAYLA INDUSTRIES, SA Pol. Ind. de Races nQ 5 Ora. Carbonera. 33211 GIJON (ASTURIAS) SPAIN. NIF.: A-336360-85 N.R.I.: 33/20. 143

34.85161710/ 167783 Tel. New Within this year 34.85143411/ 167211 Tel. New Within this year 34.85393779/ 168376 Fax. New Within this year



Caribbean Kite Company
1099 N.E. 45 Street

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 U.S.A.
Tel: 305-776-5433
Fax 305-776-5434

•
Caribbean Kite Company

P.O. Box 39, Lucea
Hanover, Jamaica, W.1.

Tel: 809-956-267 Fax: 809-956-2677

•
Caribbean Kite Company

Weidestrasse 147
22083 Hamburg, Germany

Tel: 040-220 13 59 Fax: 040-220 16 45

Caribbean Kite Company
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Trooping through the streets of Fredrikstad, Norway are some of the least inhibited kitefliers
you will ever meet. It's a great August event (see story on page 36). Photograph by Mel Govig.





the wind blows.

whichever way

and service for

Ie source

for the latest

and greatest

products, support

WHOLESALE TO TRADE

W~ftT S
FUN·OMENAL FLYING PHENOMENA

4500 CHAGRIN RIVER ROAD
CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO 44022

216/247-4222
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Most important advice
ever received: Teach
them to fly and they will
buy,

Nicest sale ever made: On
Christrnas Eve taught
actor Harrison Ford how
to fly sport kites that he
purchased.

Best fiinge benefit of the
store: Traveling to kite
festivals around the world
and meeting old friends
and making new ones.

Favorite issue of Kite
Lines: First Quarter 1982
because of the article on
George Peters and piC
tures of Kapiolani Park.

Tennis by Paul Douglas
Last kite book read: Stunt

Kites II: New Designs,
Buggies and Boats by
Servaas van der Horst and
Nop Velthuizen.

Favorite Flying Spot:
Queen Kapiolani Park in
Honolulu

Latest promotional
effort: Hawaii Challenge
International 5port Kite
Championships

Specialty of the store:
Honolulu shop is 10 feet
from the park and we
have free instruction on
kites every day.

Store: Kite Fantasy
2863 Kalakaua Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96815
Tel: 808-922-5483

Floor space: 627 sq ft
Hours: 7 days 10:30-6
Years in business: 14
Years carried Kite Lines: 14
Years profitable: 13
Owners: Robert and Barbara

Loera
Age: 39 and 38
Favorite food: Thai
Last book read: Men Are

from Mars, Women Are
from Venus by John Gray
and The Handbook of

Our
Retail Family
Scrapbook
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LrnER FROM THE PUDUSHER

Creative: I Hate that Word
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

and variable winds. Only a few were really
contenders.

Why care so much? Why is "creativity"
important? Something in our culture teach
es us to admire it. Yet in China and some
other countries, the emphasis is on tradition,
on maintaining the classic designs and the
tested ways, preserving and venerating the
old-not forever chasing the new, and then
the newer.

Kite Lines has a department called "Inno
vations"-but we haven't used it much late
ly (this issue is an exception). It got so we
couldn't find many kites that were really
new enough for us. Are we jaded?

It doesn't feel that way. You can go to any
kite festival, I swear, and you will find some
thing new, something creative.

Woops! Cliche eruption again.

~~

in the Air. Neither of us felt well qualified for
our roles by education (no degrees in art on
either side), but we at least brought some
knowledge of kites to the job. Becky had
been flying for about two years, mostly with
stunt kites. I've been, for 29 years, a fairly
intense student of kites in all varieties.

Both of us were impressed with "cre
ative" kites, however unfairly we muddled
that concept with "beautiful" kites. But we
had very different ideas of what was creative.

A white cellular kite at launch struck
Becky as new and amazing-but I couldn't
get too exdted about a tetrahedral kite. Two
Cross Decks appeared (Carl Crowell design).
Becky was awed by the first one, but when
the second one flew she realized neither
kite was so "creative" after all.

Luckily, we managed to agree on the
redpient of the award, mainly because flight,
as a component of "Beauty in the Air," was
marginal for many of the kites in the light

0:
Your editor on the field
at the Maryland Kite
Festival in April.

Creative" is
such an over

worked cliche.
We ask that
word to carry
every kind of
vaguely positive
feeling we have
about someone's
work.

What does it
mean?

If you ask me,
"creative" should refer to things (or people
who make things) that are really new and
unprecedented. But what is? Don't we all, to
some degree, stand on the shoulders of cre
ators before us? "Creative" is a relative term.

I bumped into these thoughts at the lat
est Smithsonian Kite Festival on the Mall in
Washington, DC. I was teamed with Becky
Tebaldi of Laurel, Maryland to judge Beauty

©1995

).'~ GreatWinds Kite Co.
'i1i - 402 Occidental Avenue South

Seattle, Washington 98104
206-624-6886

-h· ,.:/ -, _:~

.' Yo;, .In
Discover a colorful assortment of lifelike and fantastic

flying creatures; from butterflies to dragonflies, birds to

frogs ... even the rare Chinese dragon kites. Great Winds

Kite Company offers Chinese kites carefully chosen for

quality as well as design.

All are made of hand painted silk on detailed frames

of shaped bamboo - traditional Chinese kitebuilding
methods passed down through generations of ~"

kitemakers.

Many can be disassembled and come in

boxes for easy transport and storage.

As fliers, some Chinese kites are stable,
others a bit animated - all are decorative
and enchanting!

Available at fine kite shops.
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Here by
POPULAR DEMAND

) Our ORIGINAL charts, packed with information to help
you thread the maze of metric & traditional measurements.

~ A wide selection of hard-to-find parts. Goodwinds is the
source for all your kitemaking needs.

) The best tools, fittings and notions to make your kite
construction a breeze!

) Secrets and tricks of the Kiting Greats!
Tips gleaned from 18 years of kite-building expertise.

) The one and only BOA'S Wrist Straps-Best New Kite Related
Product at the 1995 Kite Trade Association Convention.

) Goodwind's EXCLUSIVE Kitemaking Pattern Kits,
featuring complete, easy-to-follow instructions for
making sport kites the easy way!

ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR YOUR COPY TODAYl

Goodwinds 0;:206:632:615°;:
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LETTERS

New Views
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A Stealth Artist Replies
Brian Lemin (Winter-Spring 1996 Kite Lines)
decries the hijacking of kiting by stealthy
artists, then falls on his sword by describing
his artistic approach to winning an award.
Perhaps he should take a bow for unleash
ing the monster which now has him miffed.

As a participant at four and judge at the
last two Festivals of the Winds, I am gratified
to see ordilli71y kitell1akers expand their hori
zons ... and explore new shapes, graphics,
and materials with spectacular results.

Sure, bona fide artists the world over
will continue to discover what we kiters
have known a long time-the sky is the
greatest art gallery you can find. And what's
more, it's free.

So Brian, me old mate, here's how you get
noticed: give the five dollar kite to the neigh
borhood kids, frame up that quilt ~d bring
it to the next festival. You may not win an
overseas trip but you will have the pleasure
of tlying with all the other stealth artists
who proudly call their expensive patch
work/appliqued quilts-kites.

-Peter Lloyd
GreellSbolOugh, Victoria, Australia

Better the Second Time
I was inspired to go back through my col
lection of previous issues of Kite Lines. Would
you believe they are even better on second
reading than before? ...perhaps, because
they made me see from a fresh perspective
how Wide-ranging and timeless our shared
interest in kites can be, and how effectively
you've presented that message over the
years... -Robert Eskridge

Miami, Florida, USA

Corrections & Clarifications
In the Winter-Spring 1996 Kite Lines, statis
tics for the Epcot World Festival of Kites
should have been: two months of prepara
tion,. a 16-day show and 70 kiters hired.

Also the vvidth measurement for the mid
wing panel on the Tekaweya kite in Design
Workshop should have been 18:Xinches.

We regret the errors.

Write us a letter! Address to: Kite Lines,
P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 21133
0466, USA. Or fax to 410-922-4262. Or e
mail to 102365.1 060(nJcompuserve.com
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INNOVATIONS

The Euro-Ooleno
tttttttttttttt

By Claudio Capelli

The Euro-Baleno has
been described by my

friend Ricardo Vadala as
"...more than a kite, it's a
sort of an open work of art,
with a thousand ways of
flying, according to the use
made of it." But is ita kite?

I'd like to go back to the
article "The Arch Ribbon-,;
A New Delight in Kiting"
(Fall 1992 Kite Lines1t;'nd
the stimulating/philo
sophical questi6n, "ISJhe
Arch Ribbon{Kite?" t~l~,
question/ was furthe~ "AbOYe;th~Furo-~aleno flies in No\way at the
explored in "What Is it IS?gran Kite" Festival, 1995. \.. '.
K't 7."/b PIS' " Right, the Euro-Baleno becomes a nng In flight.!

I e'
l

y au lemseny, \
(Su mer-F 1l'X?95 Ki \ \ \'
Lines). ~. ~ Origin
I I think the -arch ribbon is a kite in all For my first kite, called Arcobaleno (rainbow)

regards but I naturally wonder 0hat family I had to cut and sew 112 pieces of fabric
it belongs to. I see the arch ribbon as the quite a thing considering I was tryin~ to

iI"dilation" or rather, the "magnific~ptexas- ~ make something almost totally ne}\' without
f $ peratibIJ.~ of tl!e sled: 16.~k at the ai\h rib- \ any certainty about the resvlts. i
I Ibon's twM~w points loca~d at the I'\teral \ Nevertheless I immersed\myself in flY

lends and al~its sticks whicn,are longifudi- ,?,ork, believing in my own. intftitiori. I
Ipally 10catETd. " \ ' would use 16 trapezoidal sections madeup

, ~In con~ast, the :Eu~o-Balenoh'l: no spa:t~ ofseven strips in rainbow colors. The result
I ahd,;:js,kept in shape bY~,17-leg bri~e. And. wa,s to be an arch with a diameter of 14 m
. *hile the arch ribbon is flat)."the Euros~aleno \ and an overall surface of 24 sq'm. (The

is concave, me result of joiNing toghher ,Eurb-Baleno is 35 sq m, a larger version of
" "%. '"16 shaped segments to produce'an airfoil. the Arcobaleno.) Four hundred meters of,

It is evident that tl'i~:'tw....? kites'can't b~ bridling line and several heavy duty cara
ideHtified by the same name ahd neither·one '\ biners added to the cost. I was going bmke!
should be seen as a modified version of the Luckily the kite worked quite well. It
other. If the arch ribbon belongs to the sled flew better than I had hoped and much to
family, the Euro-Baleno is perhaps rooted in my pleasure it would gain shape and remain
the parafoil or in a windsock such as the Bol .aloft even in a whisper of wind.
by Michel Gressier. The 17 long bridles gave me some prob-

I wanted to make the Euro-Baleno lems, particularly on the ground before
because I wanted a kite that worked as a flights, forcing continuous untangling.
frame for the Club Cervia Volante's kites in I got around this problem by dividing the
photographs at festivals. The following plan bridle legs into three groups and methodi
is an homage to the European Community cally follOWing a preplanned schedule. I
on behalf of Club Cervia Volante. Perhaps by would layout and anchor the central group
changing the proportions between stars of bridles, displaying the sail on the ground.
and stripes this Euro-Baleno could become Then I would switch to the second and
a splendid banner for the United States. third groups of bridles. To ease the whole
Many other variations could be made, of handling I devised a few tricks that enabled
course. me to launch the kite and play with it,

Incidentally, sometimes I call the Euro- despite its size.
BaJeho the "Blob," which is the sound the Something happened during one of these
kite makeswhen it takes shape in the wind. experiments. My brother Marco and I tied

12/ KITE UNES / SUMMER 1996

one piece of line, about 15 m long, to each
end of the arch. This string was meant as a
preset diameter for the kite.

My brother was holding one
end oflfie st{ing and when he
came closer to me came clos
er to him. The arch then-resem
bled a horsesh0e in the str"6ng
wind. Suddenly, I had an idea. I
asked Marco to let go of the
string ailafor '!: moment, haIl
ing the center 'of.tl1e string, I

""','- 1felt myself being pUlle'd~ the
kite. The arch was then almost
closed and was pulling strongly"
upw~tds. I

We retrieved the kite and I
joiNed the two ends of the arch.
I started to payout line sl~wly

and the ring rose like a big soap bubble,
reaching a respectable angle of flight and sit
ting high in the sky. I couldn't believe it!

Because of the strong wind the ring was ,
s0metimes wavering. At times it looked like/
it wo~18 turn on itself but thenlas if by,
,magid, it would regain its positionland float
"maj~tically in the sky. This was it! ::urnost ~y I
chance I had finally realized a ring kite-the
complex, absurd, impossible missing riiig!
/ Today, I am still filled with eqihusi¥ill by I

the Euro-Baleno's versatility. Its ability to fly
while changing shape is ever disa:piing.. . /

Materials . /
• 35 sq m of 1.5-oz ripstop for sail (approx- ,/
imately 35 yds 41-in wide)
• 40 m x 7 em of lO-oz Dacron 'polyester,
for reinforcing tabs and bridle straps
• four 5-cm grommets
• 160-lb-test Dacron line
• 1000-lb-test Dacron line

Directions
1. Trace on cardboard three trapezoids and
cut out as in D, E and F.
2. Use as templates to cut cloth: blue G, green
H, yellow I, orangeJand red K, adding 15 mm
for the seam. Repeat the same operation 12
times for D, twice for Eand twice for F.
3. Sew the colors of every scheme, 12 times
for D and twice for E and F, using standard
applique techniques.
4. Assemble the pieces according to sequence
L, sewing one to the other along side B.



Side B (height)
150 cm (59 in.)

template for
single trapezoid

three trapezoids
D, E, F

Assemble the pieces
according to sequence L

Side A
133 cm (52.4 in.)

Side C
162 cm (63.8 in.)

Finish the corners with grommets
o

Claudio Capelli is an artist and active kiter
living in Cervial Italy. He was a rounder orthe
Club Aquilonisti Cervia Volante.

the comers with metal grommets of 4 or 5
cm (fig. 0).
8. To finish, bridle the kite at its 17 points on
side A with 17 lines of 160-lb Dacron, 35 m
long, divided into three groups, each of
which joins a main 15-m line, lOOO-lb test.

Be sure the Euro-Baleno is safely anchored
before launch! \;

drawings, not to scale,
by Claudio Capelli

EURO-BALENO

E D
~-----~

N

Sequence L

•-

left,
bottom

F

Stitch in the bridle tapes

•.

5. Turn over the, seams (all in the same
direction) and'edgetogether side C, folding
the material 15 mm."
6. Sewall the s~amson side Awith tapes on
which the bridles will be fixed and rein
forced with cloth folded into a triangle and
measuring 8 x16 cm. Fold 7 cm of Dacron
to 3.5 cm along'tIle same side A, taking care
to pass the bridle tapes through cuts in the
Dacron along the fold for 2 to 3 cm (fig. N).
7. Complete with Dacron tape and rein
force the end comers orille kite by finishing



DESIGN WORKSHOP

The Fold Black
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Andreas Agren

TEMPLATE FOR PART OF ONE WING (in millimeters)

Model B

Tyvek by drawing all lines with a dull point
(like a pencil without the lead).
6. Paint the shaded triangles and paint
the spar sticks. I use acrylic paint (black),
which covers well.
7. Cut the three slots and fold along the
lines, mountain folds and valley folds
according to the lines in Figure 2.
8. Then glue both halves together, closely
observing the alignment. To make the align
ment easier you can draw small lines exact
lyon the middle of each triangle base on the
unpainted side. These are also the positions
of two of the spar sticks.
9. Measure the length of the kite; it should
be 360 mm. Add 20 mm and cut the trian
gular fillet that long (380 mm).

Left, Andreas Agren ties flying lines on his two Fold Blacks.
Above, Model A and Model B Fold Blacks make a study in
contrasting pairs as they fly together in the Norwegian sky.

Model A

both sides of each so you can glue them
together. Also leave an edge of about 10
mm at the top. These edges are the shaded
parts in Figure 1. The top edge is for con
necting to the other half and the end parts
are for hiding the leading and trailing edge
sticks.
2. Glue the three parts together. You now
have the template for one side of the kite.
3. Copy the template onto the Tyvek
twice.
4. In order to locate the starting points
on the Tyvek for the lines going from the
center to the edge, push a needle through
the three points indicated in Figure 1 to
make a mark in the Tyvek.
S. Now prepare the folding lines in the

Materials
• Cardboard or poster board for templates
• Stiff (Type 10) Tyvek for sail
• Thin bamboo, approxi
mately 330 and 600 mm (from
matchstick screen) for spars
• White glue
• Triangular wooden stick
(fillet), triangle base approxi
mately 10 mm, stick length 380
mm, for spine
• Bridle line is less than 700
mm. (If the extending spars are
shorter than suggested, make a
shorter bridle line to avoid tan
gling the bridle in the extend
ing sticks.) The towing point
is about 7', of the length of the
kite from the leading edge.
• Acrylic paint (black)

Directions
1. Make three copies of the
template for Model A and cut
them out, leaving an edge on

Inspired by Chinese Rigid
Wing kites such as the

Swallow, the Fold Black is
simply the wing part of the
Rigid Wing, only tripled.

The Fold Black comes in
two versions, A and B. B is
more or less A turned over
back to front. I have to
admit that the B version is
the result of an early mis
take I made when I put the
skeleton on the wrong side
of the kite. As a matter of
fact, because of the sym
metrical design, either of the two edges will
do as a leading edge. You decide which
when you tie the bridle.

The sail material is stiff Tyvek (fype 10,
like Tyvek envelopes or housewrap air bar
rier), the spine is a triangular wooden stick
(a "fillet" from a lumber yard) and the spars
are thin bamboo sticks from a window blind
(an import store is a good supplier for these).

I haven't yet managed to make the Fold
Black dismountable, and since the foldings
are rather sensitive, I have to use a trans
portation box to and from the field.
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In Model B, foldings along the
gray triangles are valley folds.

FIG 7
back view of Model B

drawings not to scale
by Andreas Agren

FOLD BLACK

FIG 6
one side of Model B, painted and
ready for joining to the other half

FIG 5
three Model B templates joined to
complete the template for one side

~.__ Be sure to cut the slots at a
right angle.

FIG 4
the triangular stick (fillet)
upside down, shOWing the
slots for the spars

- ..- . - valley fold
- - - - - - mountain fold

Glue and join edges.

spar """"--{l--.......,,,...,

FIG 3
back of Model A view with
the two halves joined

spar-----I~-_;I--~+---

Place alignment line
on middle of base.

spine

FIG 1
three Model A templates joined to
complete template for one side

FIG 2
one side of Model A (paint
and fold one side at a time)

This excess. part should have the same
width as the triangle base of the spine.

~ Press needle point through junctions to make marks on Tyvek sheet.

10. Figure 3 shows the position of the spine
and the spars on the back of the kite. The
two halves will be joined by gluing the
edges pointed out in Figure 1. Place the
spine on this joining area. The gray areas in
the drawings are flat and the white areas
form the air stream channels. Put the spine
on the back of the kite, leaving 10 mm
extending on each end. On the spine, mark
accurately the position of the four spars.
11. Cut four slots in the spine, just deep
and wide enough for the spars to fit tightly,
as in Figure 4. Glue the spine and spars
onto each other and then onto the Tyvek in
one move. Make adjustments so everything
is aligned.
12. When this has dried, fold and glue the
extra Tyvek over the leading and trailing
spars.
13. Cut the leading .and trailing spars to

.align with the Tyvek and the middle spars
to equal length. Since the extended parts are
only decoration, cut to suit your taste.
14. Tie a two-point bridle to the kite, on the
spine ends sticking out. You should color
them now if you haven't already. The kite's
towing point position isn't very sensitive, but
it should be about 0/7 the length of the kite
from the leading edge, whichever edge you
choose to be leading.

Figures 5,6 and 7 show the similar pro
cess for building Model B.

Flying
The Fold Black flies without tails, and I like
to fly A and B on a forked string, pretty
close to each other. I enjoy hearing people
discuss whether they are exactly alike or
not, and what, if any, the difference might
be...

Variations
So far I have made these kites only triple
winged, but I suppose you can make as
many wings as you like. If you cut out each
kite half in one piece, you would have a geo
metrical limitation on how many wings
could be attached to each other before you
would have a complete circle.

Your comments are welcome, especial
ly if you come up with a Model C! \l

Andreas Agren, a software engineer by trade, lives
in Sala, Sweden, six hours away from Fredrik
stad, Norway. He had not even flown a kite
until his 42nd year (four years ago) when he
attended the Cervia Volante International Kite
Festival in Italy as a member ofthe club called
Sala Kite and Tango Party.
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Trlby Kites. Love A t First Flight.

• High
Performance

• WdeColor
Selecl10n

• Full Une of
S1unt KItes,
Single Una KItes
and kcessOl1es

(]flO@W
MADE IN U.S.A. .

65 New Litchfield Street
Torrington, cr 06790
(800J3Z8-75Z9 Fax (Z03J496-0Z67

© 1993 Trlby Products Inc.

Since 1981, Trlby Kites has been working hard to make
falling in love with your kite easy. We've always felt that kite flying should
be a simple, economical pleasure, and not a matter of high prices and
complicated instructions. So every Trlby kite is designed to assemble quickly
and easily and to perform just as beautifully for a novice as for a seasoned
pro. Trlby Kites also come complete so there are never any difficult decisions
to make about selecting the proper accessories like kite line or handles.

To make sure that you and your Trlbyare together for a long time, we make
our kites with the very finest materials, using the most innovative
manufacturing techniques. Most importantly, we back up our durability and
quality claims with guarantees that are unparalleled . take the Trlby Duraply
Stunt Kite lifetime guarantee for instancel

Your quest for the best ends right here. Trlby Kites's quality, value and
guarantees are unmatched by any other kite in the world . so stop
searching and start falling in love!

Have you been looking
for love in all the
wrong plaees?
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WHAT'S NEW: KITES

New Faces Indoors 6 Out
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Felix Cartagena, Mel Govig, Valerie Govig & Michael]. Graves

The 333 flies almost
equally well in
anhedral mode (left)

as in "normal" dihedral mode (right).
Below is the 333's funky collapsible handle,
a mirror of the kite structure itself.
(Look Ma, one hand!)

The X4i
Peter Werba's Buena Vista Kite Company
has defined an entirely new class of sport kite
with the introduction of their X4i. With its
tiny 4-ft wingspan, the X4i proves that sport
kites don't need to be large and costly to fly
in no wind.

The X4i has a very pared-down design. It
uses high-quality
materials and mini
malist construction
techniques. The
smaller scale permits
using lower-cost solid
carbon rod for the
kite's frame. The sail is
.5-oz ripstop polyester
with a thin pocket of
heavier nylon tape to
add durability to the
leading edge and
nose. For fittings, the
frame uses light,
punched-vinyl caps,

mode (sail towards the flier).
In general, the 333 flies like a

quad-line kite. After only a few
minutes' flight it is very easy to
hover, move sideways, forward or
backward. The kite is nearly omni
directional; it makes diagonal
moves almost as easily as it moves
up or down. In this regard it is actu
ally easier to fly than many quad
liners because it doesn't have a high
degree of left/right separation of
control.

The 333 can be turned by simply twist
ing the handle. Multiple rotations take
much practice, but can be accomplished
by passing the handle from hand to hand
as the kite turns.

Light winds proved a challenge for the
333; a rewarding experience required a
breeze of 4 mph or more. On some outings
we met winds up to 15 mph. The 333 han
dled these speeds without a problem. Consi
derable practice was required to hold the 333
steady under gusty conditions. In strong
winds the kite's speed made it a real hand
ful, though it never developed a significant
amount of pull.

With enough wind, the 333 gave us a rea
sonable wind window, and climbed direct
ly overhead with no problem. As with most
multiline kites, launching and landing were
very easy. The kite did not, in general, appre
ciate twists in the flying lines. If the lines
made a wrap, the 333 was difficult to control.

As a one-handed kite, it in theory permits
one flier to control a pair of kites. In my own
case, it allowed me to fly in
spite of an injured arm that
prevented dual- or quad-line
flying for several weeks. It
might work, too, as part of a
team ballet of mixed dual
and triple-line kites.

Just flying one of these
kites provoked gaping jaws,
big grins and constant ques- .
tions ("What is thatl") wher
ever we flew it. If you're
seeking a new flying expe
rience, you'll appreciate the
unique character of the 333. The X4i was built to fly indoors-out-

-MIG. doors it doesn't like much wind.

The 333
For those who have met all the challenges
of dual-line kites, then gone on to quad
liners and mastered them, too-for you
there is something really new} a three-line
kite from Guildworks Flight Studio.

This is the company that brought us the
Synergy Deca, based on the tensegrity cre
ations of Buckminster Fuller. Now Guild
works has introduced the 333, using the
same concepts as the Deca but employing
only three carbon rods instead of ten. The
structure is provided by a system of strings
held under tension. The ends of the three
carbon rods fit into plastic caps that remain
fixed to the kite's bridle system. The result is
a smallish three-pointed kite that looks like
it would be right at home in a medieval
court jester's bag of tricks.

The kite is only confusing to assemble the
first time. Guildworks provides a dear set of
assembly instructions, but the new owner
should do as I did, put the kite together
one time at home before heading outside.

The 333 comes with a collapsible handle
that's as curious as the kite itself. Comprised
of rods and strings, it mirrors the kite, resem
bling a small 333 without a sail. The handle's
central parts are padded with foam for com
fort. The handle allows the kite to be flown
easily from one hand, which is part of the
kite's appeal.

Rounding out the ensemble is a set of
35-ft Spectra-blend lines and an interesting
custom line winder/handle of plastic-coated
wire that has been wound into a collection
of loops. While it was possible to figure
eight-wind onto the handle, we found that
the soft metal wire was easily deformed from
rattling around in a line bag. We preferred to
leave the handle assembled and wind the
lines around one side of it.

Outdoors with the 333, we found that,
even once the kite is assembled, it is not
immediately apparent which side should
face the flier. In truth, it is possible to fly the
kite with either the sail or the frame toward
you. Though the sail stays nearly flat, you
get a choice of slightly dihedral or slightly
anhedral shapes in flight! In light wind,
the anhedral mode (frame toward the flier)
proved to generate the best lift but was
more sensitive to the hand than dihedral
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WHATS NEW: KITES.. .Continued

The nimble Spec shows off outdoors.

In its geometry, the Spec shows typical
Jordan Air style. The leading edges are curved
and the resulting stress in the frame tightens
the sail across the trailing edge. This sail
tension is controlled by strings sewn in
place at the wingtips and the base of the

There will no doubt be other makers to fol
low this path, but Buena Vista's X4i has
set the standard. It holds a prime spot in my
kite bag. -M.f.G.

The Spec
Jordan Air has long been a leader in ultra
light sport kites. Their new Spec joins Buena
Vista's X4i in the first wave of a new genre
of affordable small-wingspan kites for indoor
and light-wind use.

like the X4i before it, the Spec features a
small size and achieves its ultralight weight
from the combination of microcarbon rod
and lightweight ripstop polyester. The Spec
is unusual because it doesn't use the same
size of rod throughout its frame. The varied
spar sizes give you extra stiffness, though at
the expense of some added weight.

Stunters DATA CHART One-Liners

333 X4i Spec Name of Kite Gyro-Kite Ghost Marilyn

y ~ A ;;;- fr 05J
Guildworks Buena Vista Jordan Air Manufacturer Gyro·Kite Nick James Sky Delight

resulting in an affordable 4-ft kite with wing u
$90 $70 $70 Refall PrIce $19.95 $45 $199

loading comparable to larger designs.
RN RP RP Sail Material MP RN RN

The X4i started its tests with a winder and nla RP RP J..eading Eclgll Material nJa nla nJa-
a short set of very light Spectra lines. Most

CFt CFr CFr Framing Materials MP FGr GR, FGr
of our flights took place in a small hall,

MP V y FIttIngs '" MP MP MP
where neither wind nor air-conditioning

39x33 48 x 22 50 x 26.5 Dimensions (in.) 19 X 10 34x50 42 x 36
was an intruding factor. We used Spectra
lines varying in length from 12 to 13 ft and nIa 5.5 5 SaIl Depth at atand-oIfs (In.) nla nla nla

in strength from 15- to 20-lb-test. 370 348 344 Sail Area (sq.in.) nla 310 1024

Weighing a mere 1.25 oz, this kite seems 2·625 1.25 ~1.625 --L:;~elght(oz.) .~ 4.5 .~ytp;1.8 7.l!if'p;

to float on memories of wind. Because it's so 1.022 .517 .680 Sail Loading (OlJSq.ft.) nla .840 .940

much smaller than the usual indoor kites, we 6m. 0-2 0-5 Su99!!!!!! WInd~;-~ 8-30 - 5'15 5-.15

found that the weight of the lines had much 50-80 20 35 Suggested Line (Ibs.) 100 10 50

greater influence on the kite's performance, N l-SK ,,1-5K Sldll Lewl Requlred I N 1

particularly in spinning moves with slack- 1-2 <1 <1 Assembly Time (minutes) 5 <1 3

line stalls and floats. Its very small sail area VG -VG VG E8seot~ G H E VG

requires a sensitive hand to tell that it's actu- G G G Ease.of Landing/Ground Work G nla nla

ally there. Despite its light feel, the smaller &M M-F '" -' F ~ nla nla nJa

wingspan and shorter lines matched the S M F Speed in Turns nla nla nla

kite's hemisphere to our indoor space. G VG' P" G =1!iIIIf'J'IlClslonfTrack~ :1! n/a ~nIa _ma'
At the outset the X4i does not appear to L L L Amount of Pull M L M-H

be a radical kite because its turning radius is SI SI Sf Amount of Noise M nla M

not exceptionally tight, nor does it exhibit VG VG VG Visual AppeaVGraphics VG E VG

much oversteer. We were at first a little dis- E: VG VG w~ - VG VG VG
appointed that the X4i did not corner as E E E Portability G VG VG
crisply as we would have liked, but with E E VG Durability A-G VG va
practice we overcame this through flying
technique. In skilled hands, the X4i is capa- NOTES: Retail price (US dollars) is "advertised" or "suggested." Wind range (mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds

ble of a wide range of moves: stalls, floats, deemed suitable by our evaluators. Dimensions are in the following order; width x height. Measurements and (usually)

slides and axels only begin the list of tricks drawings are made with the kite standing on the floor facing the viewer. Materials: RN-Ripstop Nylon, RP-Ripstop

Polyester, DT-Dacron Tape, WD-Wooden Dowels, B-Bamboo, FG-Fiberglass, GR~raphite, EP-Epoxy, CF-GarlJon Fiber,
it will do. r-Rods, t-Tubes, MP-Molded Plastic, V-Vinyl. Speed: SL-Slow, M-Medium, F-Fast. Skill levels: N-Novice, I-Intermediate,

We were particularly thrilled by the X4i's SK-Skilled. Pull: L-Low, M-Medium, H-High. Noise: SI-Silent, L-Low, M-Medium, H-High. Other ratings: P-Poor,

ability to double-axel with ease. The secret A-Acceptable, G-Good, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent, n/a-not applicable.

,is ill the kite s light WeIght. It's poSSible to 1Ill

tiate an axel, then just move slightly toward
the kite, allowing it to continue its rotation
on slack lines. The kite simply keeps on
rotating through the floating spin. Even
triple axels were not out of the question.

Building a kite this light involves some
compromises. In the case of the X4i, Buena
Vista has chosen to trade wind range for
low mass. The light carbon rods cannot
hold the kite's shape in winds even as little
as 3 mph. This trait limits the kite's range
outdoors, where there are few truly windless
days. Even indoors, it's possible to overload
the frame with an aggreSSive pull as the kite
goes "over-the-top."

The X4i is an important kite. It opens
up new opportunities and allows more
kitefliers to try their hand at indoor flying
without spending a fortune for the privilege.
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spine. Since the sail is tight, I recommend
that you untie these strings when packing
the Spec for storage. This will cut down
chances for damage in stowing.

Visually, the Spec has a dean look. It fea
tures a single-panel sail with circular appli
que. The sail is sewn with a combination of
zigzag and straight stitches. Like the older
Jordan Air X-I Microlite, the Spec's leading
edge pocket is formed from the same piece
of lightweight cloth as the rest of the sail.
This technique, though acceptable, sacri
fices a degree of durability in favor of lower
weight.

Jordan Air obviously has gone to anorex
ic extremes to keep the weight off. In par
ticular, they have used extremely short, tight
vinyl fittings for the frame. These are struc
turally adequate and admirably light, but
they may frustrate some fliers during the
assembly process.

We flew the Spec under a variety of con
ditions both indoors and out. We used 30
lb-test Spectra line, 12 to 35 ft long.

The Spec flew in tight, quick turns with
noticeable oversteer, which we attributed
to the shape of the kite's sail. Though it was
a challenge to fly, the kite's greater mass
gave it a very consistent, solid feel.

None of our normal indoor routines
threw the Spec off its stride. It cut hard
turns with a nice, crisp snap and was also
very reliable at 3D catch-and-toss tricks. It
liked to do pinpoint stalls but on long hor
izontal slides was more stubborn. While it
did not maintain a flat spin quite as long as
the Buena Vista X4i, we felt it was easier to
set up and control that spin.

In general the Spec is a well balanced
kite. We never felt that we were overpow
ering it at any time throughout our test
ing, despite deliberate attempts to do so.

We were happy to see that the Spec was
also well suited to use outdoors. The kite was
fast and frolicsome in winds up to 5 mph.
Flown on a set of 35-ft lines, the Spec han
dled like a much larger kite.

For caIrn days outside or for showing off
your moves indoors, the Jordan Air Spec
straddles the border between indoor and
outdoor flying. Such versatility at a bargain
price makes it an attractive choice for the
flier with a not-so-fu11 bag of kites. -M,J.G.

The Gyro-Kite
This kite (also called the
Copter-Kite in some advertis
ing) had the benefit of study
b~ first, the Kite Lines staff,
then about eight distinguished
Maryland Kite Sodety mem
bers. Everyone pronounced the
kite a dud. It wouldn't even launch, let alone fly.

But one fellow, Kenny Sesker by name,
assured us he had a Gyro-Kite and it worked fine
for him. Master tinkerer Felix Cartagena took this
as a personal challenge. Luckil~ after dozens of
crashes, its little molded plastic {uselage with
snap-on whirling blades and wire landing skids
remained entirely intact.

In the battle between man and machine,
Felix emerged the victor. Here is his story:

By the time everyone had written off
the Gyro-Kite as a nonflier, I had it
all to myself to play with. Holding
the kite at a 45-degree angle to the
wind, I realized that no one had
really let the rotor spin up to a
speed that would create lift.

After a seemingly endless wait,
the rotor started making a heli
copter "thup-thup-thup" sound
and the kite tugged at my grip. On
release it flew up, veered to the
left...and crashed again. I adjusted
the rotor mast to offset the gyro
scopic pull on the kite so that on
the next flight it flew straight up. Of
course, this caught everyone's attention.

My friend Arnold Simon suggested run
ning the line through a stake so that I could
be the pilot as well as the launcher. The
first flight with this setup was picture perfect.
The Gyro-Kite rose to a high angle as I slow
ly walked backward. As the kite was pulled
to the ground, I was able to land it square
lyon the landing skids.

On my long drive home from the kite fes
tival, I pondered why so many proficient
kitefliers could not make the Gyro-Kite fly.
Simply put, they were treating it as a "nor
mal" kite, using quick successive line tugs to
gain altitude and drifting the kite by line
releases. For an autogyro kite to fly, the
launcher needs to determine that the rotor
is spinning fast enough to create lift. When
flying, the kite needs constant tension on the

The Gyro-Kite
(left) whirs well
with proper
handling.
Below, the
Ghost ripples
and Marilyn
hums.

line. Quick jerks on the line create instabil
ity while fast line release reduces airspeed
across the rotor, slowing the blades down
and thereby reducing lift.

Once you understand how the Gyro
Kite flies, it becomes a challenging experi
ence that gets better with practice. -F.e.

The Ghost
The Ghost has a true touch of the ethereal
in its design. Nick James of England uses
white ripstop nylon, fiberglass rods and a
molded fitting to set the dihedral on the
Ghost, giving it very up-to-date construction.
But in the air, it is a 1950s hark back to
Casper the Friendly Ghost, with slanting
eyes and mouth-just spooky enough.

And friendly it is, in winds from 5 to 15
mph. Easily launched from the hand or the
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Flies effortlessly in a wider range Over 10 carefully coordinated color
of wind than other parafoils. Made of combinations available. So the next
strong 3/4 oz. Spinnaker ripstop nylon time you're ready to buy a parafoil, \
with quality U.S.A. workmanship. ask for it by name, or give us a call.

if1000 if1~~if1000® ~'\\
#4 (2ft. x 2ft.) 4 Square ft. ::) #60 (6.5ft.x9ft.) 60 Square ft.

#8 (2.5ft.x3.5ft.) 8Squareft.:} # 125 (10ft.x13ft.) 125 Square ft.

# 16 (3.5ft.x4.5ft.) 16 Square ft. @i # 252 (14ft.x18ft.) 252 Square ft.

# 30 (5ft.x 6ft.) 30 Square ft. # 450 (18.5ft. x 24.5ft.) 450 Square ft.

107 Chelsea Road, Hatboro, PA 19040 • (215) 672-1470
Pat # 4,771,970-3,893,641
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WHAT'S NEW: KITES.. .Continued

ground, it flies much like a Thai cobra but
instead of bowed bamboo at the head it
has fiberglass.

Clever construction techniques include
the even bow and arm sleeves, cut as part of
the original outline and then sewn with a
double row of stitches to form the sleeve.
The real touch of genius is the pocket at
the end of the Ghost's tail which catches the
wind and helps to prevent the nose-down
descent typical of this species of kite.

This is a pleasant kite for kids of all ages:
light on the line, easy to launch, hard to
break and fun to tly. -M.G.

The Marilyn
Joel Scholz of Sky Delight Kites makes two
Flying Faces, kites of similar structure but
different graphic design. One is a geisha and
the other is a Marilyn Monroe. We tested a
Marilyn, who flies well, though she looks a
little overdone in the applique (as if she'd
been too long in makeup).

She is structurally symmetric, but graph
ically asymmetric. Marilyn's blond hair takes
the form of the classic bag sleeves of the Japa
nese yakko and cicada kites. Like them, she
handles winds from 5 to 20 mph, centered
and steady, going to angles of 60 degrees.

The craftsmanship of this kite is top
notch. For example, a bonus with this kite
is an effective hummer incorporated into
its structure. The bow in the main cross
spar is maintained by a piece of recording
tape, held in place by vinyl end caps on the
carbon fiber spar. The hummer makes
Marilyn a strong singer, even in low winds,
though the sound is rather throaty for a
girlish MM.

Maybe Scholz hopes that the popularity
of the famous Hollywood bombshell will
transfer to his kite. Strangely enough, she
seemed to come to life on the stage of the
sky In the bright light of the sun and at a dis
tance, we could better appreciate her. But for
us the graphics were not too important. It
was the ease of flying that appealed to us
if it were just a plain kite we would have
enjoyed it just as much.

Whether you like the Marilyn kite or
not, you might have trouble separating its
performance from its image. Is this a Norma
Jean kite at heart, a plain good flier? Or
does the glamour make it something else?
We couldn't decide. -M.G./V.G.



WHAT'S NEW: BOOKS

Axels, Aerials (, Personalities
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Valerie Govig, Michael J. Graves & Brooks Leffler

'i>'P£LLlN6t r£'i>r
AXEL OR AXLE? By definition, according to David Gomberg's new book Sport Kite Magic!, this maneuver
stops the kite in midair, lays it forward on its face, then spins it around. Good.

But do you spell it like the wheel shaft (axle) or the skating figure (axel)? Either word fits, but what was
in the mind of the first person to fly it and name it?

Kite Lines spoke to Steve Thomas of Palo Alto, California, who launched the move in 1992 and claims
it was the first in the trend to "3D" maneuvers. He named it, broke it into steps, taught it, promoted it-"Iike
selling aproduct," he says. At about the same time, Miguel Rodriguez of Richmond, California came up with
the coin toss, similar to the axel but performed on the ground. Now cool slack-line moves are propagating
like fruit flies and kites are being tailor-made for them.

So ... what did Steve Thomas have in mind when he named the axel? The skating figure, he says-but
he didn't know what the skating figure itse/fwas named after

Dictionaries tell us that the axel was named for Axel Paulsen, aNorwegian figure skater of the 1930s. His fig
ure was made up of 1Y2 turns, leaving from the right skate and landing on the left.

So now you know.

Slack-Line Maneuvers
Sport Kite Magief by David Gomberg (Neotsu,
Oregon, USA: Gomberg Kite Productions,
IntI., 1996), softcover, 124 pages, $13.95.

In 1988, David Gomberg wrote the first
book on the subject of dual-line flying, Stunt
Kites! Even though he revised and reprinted
the book periodically, it was getting out of
date. Now it's likely to be eclipsed altogeth
er by his new book Sport Kite Magief, which
is not only a better book but almost a better
introductory book. In its first four pages,
"Introduction-Basic Magic: A Refresher
Course," Gomberg manages to condense
most of the contents of his first book. Then
he goes on to "Advanced flying techniques
for more kiting fun!," to quote the subtitle.

This book has many virtues. It is well
organized: you can easily find your way
around in it. It has lots of fresh information,
especially the chapter on indoor kiteflying.
And it is, for the most part, written in an
exceptionally clear and entertaining style.
Gomberg is really polishing his prose these
days. He views the sport mostly from a com
petition perspective, but he stresses that
learning the maneuvers can give purely per
sonal satisfaction too.

One distinction this book has over his
first is that he relies less heavily on the con
tributions of others (the first book was "edit
ed by" Gomberg). This time, though he
again consulted with a number of fliers (and

still talks as "we"), Gomberg has written
every word himself. He still uses boxes every
where, but they contain, instead of quotes
from others, his own tips and comments.

There are some real gems of observation
in Magief, such as the "maximum high"
and "maximum low" concept in tow point
adjustment; and the "walk of shame," a
pithy articulation that will forever define
that activity. The descriptions of maneu
vers, some appearing in print for the first
time, are often excellent. And the advice is
good, including, for example, how to visu
alize maneuvers in practice sessions and
how to recover from an unplanned mess.
The book's best quality is that it makes stunt
flying approachable: "Hey, I could do this!"

Not to say this book is without flaws. It
has serious ones (which may be forgivable to
some), such as a fair share of spelling errors.
There are missing elements: no references to
the people or events unfolding today and
creating all these maneuvers; no single, sep
arate safety statement; a certain lack of depth
in coverage of the subject; no index, glossary
or bibliography.

But the book's greatest weakness is its
physical presentation. Apparently untutored
in graphics and typesetting, the author
publisher gives us words that are easy to
read-but formatted so they are not easy
to want to read. The illustrations are just
barely adequate. The layout is lifeless. We

hope Gomberg's latest will not put off
potential readers. Those who decide to read
it will be rewarded. -V.C./M,J.C.

Two Bloodshot Eyes in the Sky
Aerial Photographs Taken From aKite: Yesterday
and today (VAerophotographie Prise Par Cer(
Volant: Hier et aujourd'hui)) by Geoffroy de
Beauffort and Michel Dusariez (Brussels:
KAPWA Foundation Publishing, 1995), in
English and French editions, softcover, 142
pages, $39.95. (Includes a reprint of the 1890
book La Photographie ACrienne Par Cer(-Volant
by the inventor of the craft, Arthur Batut.)

And Photographie ACrienne avec Cer(-Volant:
Comment s'y Prendre? (Kite Aerial Photography:
How Is It Done?) by Christian Becot (Tour
laville, France: C. Becot, 1995), in French, 52
pages, $16.95.

There is a dearth of good books on kite
aerial photography (KAP), especially in
English. Books available recently are dated or
simplistic or idiosyncratic or all of the above.

Now we have two new books devoted to
this esoteric branch of kiting. But neither is
quite satisfactory.

Most disappointing is Aerial Photographs
Taken From aKite-but first, the good points.
De Beauffort is a KAP histOrian, so there is
much good writing here about how we got
to where we are today. De Beauffort and
Dusariez are among the founders of the Kite
Aerial Photography Worldwide Association
(KAPWA), which published an excellent bi
lingual quarterly joumal from 1985 to 1993.
They reprint here several good short articles,
charts and diagrams by journal subscribers
on various aspects of the craft, and most sur
vive the translation well. The 35 to 40 black
and white photos and many diagrams are
sharp and well printed for the most part.

Now the disappointments: The authors
have more knowledge between them of
KAP than almost anyone, but they've kept
most of it to themselves. Discussions of
equipment such as cameras and film are
very general. Too much space is devoted to
reiteration of the authors' credentials and the
history of KAPWA, and to Dusariez' vitri
olic-slanderous?---diatribes on the people,
practices and scholarship he doesn't like.

In type and layout, the book is pure
word-processor, dull and nondescript. Most
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The Helix Tail
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Carlisle
Kiteworks
809 Factory St., CarlisI
717-243-7913 fax. 71 -5085
send $1.00 for our complete catalog
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of the photographs are horizontal and print
ed full size, so you often have to rotate the
book 90 degrees. Organization is haphazard,
going from a long dissertation on archaic
methods of clicking the shutter to modern
timers, then to methods of suspending the
rig and radio control, and then to camera
angle theory. The book's focus is confus
ing, and the level of detail varies widely.

In the preface, the authors refer to the
vast reservoir of information available to
them, but they say they're not going to
publish it now-they want to wait and see
if public response to this book warrants writ
ing another one! This book would have
been better if the authors had tapped the.
reservoir more heavily and left out the spite.

The other KAP book on the scene, Photo
graphie Aerienne avec Cerf-Volant, is in French
only and obviously self-published. Black
and white with a color cover, it's more nuts
and bolts with lots of amateur drawings
and diagrams.

From its appearance, you don't expect as
much from this book, but it has enough
illustrations that you can get plenty of ideas,
even if you don't know French. The text is
perfunctory, although Becot often gives
advantages and disadvantages when he gives
a choice of solutions to a problem.

This book has an attractive cover, but
the rest could really use the attention of a
graphic designer. Curiously, all of the illus
trations are grouped at the back, after the
bibliography, rather than accompanying
the text. Aknowledgeable proofreader would
have helped too: Silas]. Conyne's pride and
joy is referred to throughout as "Conyme,"
which is original, at least.

Which of these books would I recom
mend to a beginner? Probably, Becot's, de
spite its homeliness and the language barrier.
Advanced practitioners and former KAPWA
readers might get something historical out
of the de Beauffortl Dusariez book, but the
rest they've seen (and heard) before. -B.L.

A Pair about People
The World on a String: What's New, Who's
News in Kiting by Ben Ruhe and Ali Fujino
(Seattle, Drachen Design, 1993), softcover, 31
pages, $5.00.

And 1991 Kite Pin Invitational by Ben-

janlin Ruhe and Ali Fujino (Seattle, Drachen
Foundation, 1995), 53 pages, $5.00.

These two books are written and pub
lished by the same people and deal with
the same subject, kite "personalities," with
no overlapping of persons. A reader will
want both books, even though they are
really catalogs, because, as can happen with
catalogs, they're good reading.

The World on a String was prepared for a
traveling exhibition of 13 kitemakers orga
nized for the World Kite Museum in Wash
ington State by Drachen Design, Inc. (now
the Drachen Foundation). The second book,
1991 Kite Pin Invitational, was published
(oddly in 1995) apparently to give perma
nence to the biographical sketches that
accompanied a launching exhibit by Drachen
Design of 24 kiter-designed pins.

Both the books are attractively designed if
you regard them as advertising rather than lit
erature. Does the content live up to the ap
pearance? The human aspect in kiteflying is
the focus and the writing has merit (but it
needed more editing-there are mistakes).

Shortcomings exist. Only one or two
kites per person are shown, and in mostly
small pictures at that. Some of the full-page
personal photos appear to have been en
larged from small originals; they are blurry
and unworthy. The subjects themselves vary
in impact, some of them coming forth with
clear character (such as Pierre Fabre), others
remaining distant and faint (such as Chen
ZhaoJi). Rhapsodic generalities in the prose
do not make up for this.

Nevertheless, these books and their relat
ed exhibits deserve credit for bestowing
extra stature on kitefliers. -V.C.

Book Obituaries
~ Great loss: Phantastische Drachenwelt by
Wolfgang Schirnmelpfennig has gone out of
print... ~ TRAGIC loss: The Penguin Book of
Kites by David Pelham has gone out of print.
The great classic, called The Bible by John
Spendlove, the foundation on which so
many works (literature and kites) have
grown-is gone. We have called the pub
lisher and reached only the hardest of hearts.
We are told that a "sponsored" reprint is pos
sible (meaning, someone else pays for it, in
large numbers). Let us pray. -V.C.
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Your #1 source for
pedormance kite cloth!
KITECO is totally committed to
producing the highest performance,
highest quality kite fabrics at affordable
prices. KITECO fabrics are produced by
North Cloth. They feature:

• vibrant stable colors

• equal finishing on both sides
• superior durability.

Every batch is tested for permeability,
tear and abrasion resistance, and
consistent color. Call Brenda at KrTECO
today for free samples; including our
new 1996 color selection. While you're
at it, ask about our new superlight .6 oz.
NORLoN series...coming soon!

Call Brenda at
203-877-7638

Dealer inquiries invited'

~.

~
KiteCo

Adivision ofNorth Cloth / North Sails
189 Pepe's Farm Rd, Milford, CT 06460

"Celtic Variations"
the classic Boreal Delta

from

Boreal Kites
made by

Gothic Design
R.R. #4, St. Thomas, Onto Canada

N5P 358
Voice: (519)775-2527

Fax: (519)775-0099
E-mail: ecurtis@icis.on.ca

Watch
the 1996 Olympic

Opening Ceremonies
To See Our New

Dove Kite

In~!dible~ \LLtJ-'"
r Ho.~XMarguerite

Eagle Kit 49.95 Cardinal Kit 7.95
Eagle Assembled 59.95 Cardinal Assembled 9.95

Canada Coose Kit 31.95 Blue Jay Kit 7.95
Canada Coose Assembled 39.95 Blue Jay Assembled 9.95

Loon Kit 23.95
Fiberglass pole 113') 19;95
Fiberglass pole 116') 24.95

Loon Assembly 31.95 Fiberglass pole 120') 29.95
Osprey Kit 19.95 Bamboo pole 114') 8.50
Osprey Assembled 29.95 Bamboo pole 116') 9.99

Total Shipping $4.00 • Dealer Inquiries Welcome

• Wingspan· 28 inches
• Detailed graphics depict each bird
• 2 pieces to assemble

• Wingspan· 42 inches
• Printed in gold and silver
• Awesome Flight

• Wingspan· 44 inches
• Graphics depict Osprey
• Decoys in live Osprey

Dove

Osprey Fish Hawk

Cardinal • Blue Jay

• Wingspan· 48 inches
• 3·Dimensional Head
• Unique, Realistic Winter colors

• Wingspan· 60 inches
• Full color graphics
• Impressive attention to detail

• Wingspan· 48 inches
• 3·Dimensional Head
• Decoys in live Geese

Loon

Canada Coose

$19.95
$29.95

Dove of Peace Kit
Dove of peace Assembled

Jackite, Inc. • 2868 West Landing Road • Virginia Beach, VA 23456 • (804) 426-5359 • (Fax) 426-7190
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Kite Fi
Indon

Article and Photographs by Eiji Ohashi

Top, in the boat at right is Suhailin, 44.
With him are Jamal, 25 and Jawito, 19.
Below, a garfish is caught, one of
about 80 they will catch today.

I
n Indonesia, kite fishing is simple and
almost primitive. It is different from
the dynamic kite fishing found in South

Africa, where a fisherman can catch sharks
by angling from dry land (Kite Lines
Summer-Fall 1983). Kite fishermen in
Indonesia do not fish for demonstration or
as a hobby. They make their living by kite
fishing, even today.

In August 1994 I went to the Lampung
Kite Festival on Sumatra, an island in Indo
nesia. After the festival, Anshori Djausal,
the president of the Lampung Kite Assoda

tion, took me
to see kite fish
ing in the
Lampung Bay.
We went to a
village called
Lempasing,
about one
hour by car
from the capi
tal city of the
Lampung
province.

In Lempasing I was welcomed by three
fishermen: Suhailin, his son Jawito and his
brother-in-lawJamal. We took the boat out
to fish and after a half hour on the sea, we
arrived at the fishing ground.

The kites used in fishing are two-stick dia
monds made of bamboo and plastic. They
come in two sizes, small and large. In light
winds, Suhailin uses the large kites and in
strong winds he uses the small kites. In very
strong winds, he cuts away an aft portion of
the sail, to adapt to the windspeed.

They catch garfish, a spedes which are
always swimming at about 0.5-1 foot below
the surface of the sea. So, it is important for
the fishermen to keep the bait on the sur
face. This means the kite must be flown at
a settled altitude each time. The garfish are
too wary to be caught with an ordinary
fishing rod. Besides, fishing rods can't keep
the bait on the surface of the sea as easily as
a rod attached to a kite and line.

The Lampung Kite Festival invited fliers
from all over the world to their three-day
event. Every morning of the festival, the
assodation brought the guests to the seaside
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• Small minimum order
• Great profit margins
• Great assortment of windsocks available.

Poles also available for windchimes and
small birdfeeders.

WlNDSOKErS~
P.O. Box 22005 • Minneapolis, MN 55422
(612) 529-6261 • 1-800-869-1333

I'

I'
I' All hardware included. Made in Minnesota.

I'

I' WlNDSOKErS@
P.O. Box 22005 • Minneapolis, MN 55422
(612) 529-6261 • 1-800-869-1333

CONDUIT SWIVELTM

(f~
U~ =~

I p~~i~~:sT~&"
~ ElectricalNn Conduit Pipe
V for Mounting

Windsocks

SWIVEL TOP
ACTSASA

WEATHERVANEI
Call for a free

sample!

Left, the kite is flown from a pole to secure
the desired altitude. .The fishers go out
every morning, from
6:00 to 11 :00, then they
sell their fish to the
canning factory.
Right, a stamp of the
British Indian Ocean
Territory commemo
rates the tradition of
kite fishing.

Left,two
sizes of
kites are
used,
large for
light
winds,
small for
strong
winds.
In very

heavy winds, Suhailin cuts the bottom of
the kites' sails to adjust for the wind speed.

Below, a noose and bait trap the fish's nose.

SHOrn

How to Kite Fish in Indonesia

l'
10-1Sm:: .::. -- -

EIJI OHASHI is one ofJapan's leading kitemak
ers and innovators. He is well known for his
many trains, espedally his arch train.

to see kite fishing. Some of us kite-fished in
the sea but because there were over 100
kitefliers and not so many boats, others
watched on the shore. In future years, the
assodation is planning their festival for July
and will again bring kitefliers to participate
in or watch the kite fishing.

In Lempasing village, there is no elec
tricity, no telephones, no cars. Yet I think
these kite fishermen are the happiest kite
fliers in the world. \1

1
5-8m
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Kite Festival at
Berck-sur-Mer
ARTICLE BY CRAIG M. WILSON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CRAIG M.
WILSON & DAVID GOMBERG
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Top left, a grand Couronne (Crown) kite by France's dean of kiting, Andre Cassagnes
(framed inside kite). Top right, a kite aerial photograph of the esplanade at Berck on a day
with a lighter crOWd. Above, when the whole beach at Berck comes alive it is as great a ~

subject for kite aerial photography as any seen by Batut and Wenz 100 years ago. ,

good things about the food and the many the planners would organize all sorts of
new friends I made, especially the opportu- competitions but thankfully there were few
nity to meet and share with a dozen or so of contests and no schedule of events to speak
the world's finest kite aerial photographers. of. The only real exceptions were the open-

During a lO-day festival you would think ing weekend festivities which featured the

L10-day internation," f5tival
on the north coast of France launches the
new season in Europe in a big and beautiful
way. Over 500 fliers came to Berek-sur-Mer
this year to create a spectacle that drew and
delighted huge crowds.

Berck is only a small seaside resort town
but for 10 years now its office of tourism has
supported first Michel Dusariez and then
Gerard Clement in their organizing to cre
ate a festival which features first-class kites
and kitefliers from around the globe.

It works. On a gray, overcast Easter
Sunday, which was the culmination of the
festival this year, it was estimated that over
200,000 spectators flooded the streets, beach
and esplanade to fly and view the kites. I was
thrilled, amazed and gratified to be part of
this festival, and to entertain a crowd that
seemed to have a substantial knowledge
and appreciation for kites.

Berck (also called Berek-Plage) has tumed
kiteflying into a real spectator sport, empha
sizing the extravagant display of everyone's
greatest efforts and newest inventions.

French national television covered the
event for their news and also assigned crews
to make an hour-long special. French radio
covered the festival live and I found myself
being interviewed (speaking almost no
French!) while I had an IS-foot delta up in
a crowded sky, and a camera on another kite
line held over the nearby rooftops.

For me as a kite aerial photographer,
Berek is a mecca. The early pioneers of kite
aerial photography-men such as Arthur
Batut and Emile Wenz-often practiced and
refined their techniques at Berck because
of the wide open beach, good winds and
great hospitality. It's 100 years later and
nothing has changed. The beach is huge, the
wind always present and I can't say enough
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French national stunt kite competitions
and a rokkaku "battle" with about 45 kites
which was staged a few times during the fes
tival. It was really not as much a battle as it
was a demonstration to thrill the crowd.

A wide sidewalk and boulevard runs
along the seawall. During the festival, the
street is dosed for the crowds to fill the area
and watch. Most of the hotels are right on
the street and you can see the kites from
your window. Bistros and bars are on a
lower level and extend under the boule
vard. You can walk off the sand and into a
restaurant for lunch. After a few hours of fly
ing each morning, a lunch break is needed.
As one might expect, in France you must
take your time and enjoy your meals. So two
hours later kiteflying resumes.

CW.

c.w.
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ARROWCOPTER®

EL OOME ANGS
Gel with Gel Boomerangs!

Award Winning. Champion6hip Caliber.
IRang6 for Everyone.

Free Catalog 800-GEL-8220
2124 Kittredge St.#61, Berkeley CA 94704

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Voted a best-selling toy by the kite industry for
1992-1993-1994-1995

For sample and price info:

ARROWCOPTER Inc.
TeI408-978-1771 FAX 408-978-1270

P.O. Box 6480, San Jose, CA 95150

Domestic & foreign dealer inquiries are invited
MADE IN THE USA
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unstable weather conditions inducting rain,
hail or snow and is most prevalent during
thunderstorms. The flashes of light, which
may become a few centimeters long, can be
very lively and have a red, white, blue or vio
let color. Sometimes they are noticed as a
mixture of small dancing flames, in some
cases accompanied by a rustling or crackling
noise that sounds like twigs burning. On
other occasions the flames stand still and
glow, and a tickling feeling can be felt.

Frequently, airplane pilots can see St.
Elmo's fire along the frames of their windows
and wings when they fly through charged
douds. They nickname it "the little ghost."
Campers may also see it in mountain regions
when thunderstorms are passing over high
peaks.

When you see it for the first time, I'm
sure you'll be startled, since the objects it
touches often seem to be enveloped in the
glowing light. Don't be frightened-St.
Elmo's fire is typically innocent in nature,
and not life-threatening as in the case of
lightrring. However, in certain situations St.
Elmo's fire can.be dangerous. Some believe
it destroyed the German airship Hindenburg
in 1937 by causing the hydrogen gas in the
airship's balloon to explode.

Why does it happen?
St. Elmo's fire is an exchange of electrical
charges-from a spot with too much charge
to a spot with not enough charge. It doesn't
come about by means of aspark, as in the
case of lightning. With St. Elmo's fire the pro
cess is executed gently, through so-called
glow discharges. These discharges are created

during a severe storm at sea. In his last
moments he promised to return and show
himself to the crew if they survived the
storm. After his death, the crew waited anx
iously for a sign. Then a strange glowing
light appeared at the masthead. It was
Erasmus, fulfilling his promise to the crew
and in their minds becoming their protec
tor.

Since then, when sailors see St. Elmo's fire
they generally interpret it as a sign that the
worst of the storm is over and the crew will
survive. Christopher Columbus is said to
have cheered his mutinous crew on the
long voyage to America by pointing to a
glow at the masthead and predicting an
end to their troubles. Ferdinand Magellan
often wrote in his joumal about the feelings
of hope that the lights of St. Elmo inspired
during times of danger. But sailors say if St.
Elmo's fire comes down onto the ship's deck
instead of the masts or rigging, this is an
ominous sign of danger or death.

Another legend says Erasmus was a Syrian
bishop in the early fourth century who died
a martyr. His remains were honored in a
small seaside village, Gaeta. Because the vil
lage was populated by fishermen and sailors,
Erasmus was made patron saint of sailors.
When superstitious sailors observed a glow
ing light at the masts of their ships, they
assumed it was thcir patron saint, Erasmus,
watching over them.

What is the "fire"?
St. Elmo's fire manifests as a vague glow,
usually in tall objects such as masts, steeples
and fences. It is normally present during

Who is st. Elmo?
In ancient times St. Elmo's fire was called
Castor and Pollux, because according to
Greek legend it was seen for the first time on
the head of the twin stars. During the Middle
Ages it acquired its current name from the
Italian bishop St. Elmo, the patron saint of
Mediterranean seamen.

Actually, Elmo is a corruption of the
name Erasmus. Legend says Erasmus died

~;;;~~~~cW[ .~ .. _..
bishop andpatroIi S<inJ.t:qf·~b~];-~:tlam
ing -phenonrencm-:soille'~¢s-;~e~n:(_r;
.stann)' Weather:alpronimentP,omtS'i)rl.
-an ~iane Of ship andon l~nultha{iS,~t':,%-;
the nature ofa brushdi_sch3rgeQfel~2-;<Y/-

. tricity~aned also SCElmo's Jight-:, "'''<.

•• •But from my()wneXp~rieilCe,-'"
know it can also be seeilon a kite line~"

At the end of October1992 I attended-a '
kite festival in'Liinen, Germany, and the
weather was quite bad,with a lot of rain..
During the nightfly on Saturday I was flying
a Sanjo rokkaku kite with two toy panda
bears attached at about 200 meters. This
kite was a pilot for my night kite which
bore reflective material and LIDs showing all
sorts of light patterns.

When Ruud Bronnenberg's kite touched
a spot on the line between my two kites, he
felt a tickling feeling and at the intersec
tion of the lines a vague glow began to
emanate. The phenomenon repeated quick
lyon the line between the night kite and the
rokkaku pilot kite, and with a soft sputtering
sound it grew to a length of almost SO mm
(about 3 inches). Within moments there
were about five spots on the line. When
we saw the lights we decided to put our
kites down. We soon discovered that the
spots could only be removed by laying the
lines down in the wet grass and then stand
ingon them.

Many people don't believe this story,
but Trees Verschoor, another kiteflier, told
me this was St. Elmo's fire.

I was curious about this phenomenon
and had many questions, so I did a bit of
research.
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Europe's first f1lll1D kite shop.
+++

On the left, the posi
tive discharge form;
on the right the nega
tive discharge form.

when the air's elec
trical field reaches
some 10,000 volts
per centimeter and
the current is over
0.0001 amperes per
square centimeter.

There are pOSi
tive and negative discharges. Positive dis
charges are in the shape of a plume of light
with fine beams on a stem, that are far apart
and can be a few centimeters long. Negative
discharges are settled on a bright point and
are of a fragile structure, so that the limited
beams cannot be distinguished. The plumes
of light are always smaller than one cen
timeter and are separated a little.

St. Elmo's fire generally appears when
the worst of a storm is over. Thus, the light
appears because of glow discharges from
the end of a storm-not because St. Elmo is
looking out for the sailors' welfare.

FlEXIFOlllNTERNATIONAl • POWERHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
FIZZ SPORT KITES • HIGH flYERS • SKY DEliGHT KITES

http://www.kiteshop.co.uk/

Now available around the world.
On the World Wide Web at:

The Kite Shop Limited, PO Box 288,
Southampton S014 2ZJ, United Kingdom

E-Mail: kites@kiteshop.co.uk • Tel/Fox: +44 (O) 1703 222 448

OPEN 24 HOURS ADAY • VISA, MASTERCARD & AMEX WElCOME

Can it happen to kitet1iers?
From this information, it seems probable.
The lights of St. Elmo may be seen in the
future by some kitefliers. If anyone else
experiences St. Elmo's fire or already has
tales to tell about it, please write to the
author c/o Kite Lines, PO Box 466, Randalls
town, MD 21133-0466, USA. \(

tIv~ ONE SKY ONE WORLD

11 gn . ~~
This article was first published in Dutch in
the journal of the Tako Kichi Vliegerclub
Noord-Holland.

Join People Around the Planet on World Kite Day

OCTOBER 13, 1996
And the Second Sunday of Every Following October

That Beautiful
Windmill

Shipping not included. Note: Each Ready-ta-Fly Kite weighs 2 oz. A Fly-Me™

Paper Kite Kit weighs 1oz. Inquire about imprinted kijes for larger orders. Call or
send camera-ready art for quotations.

Tales ofSt. Elmo's fire: A remarkable story
comes from Mr. H. van der Wal ofFiesland,
the Netherlands:

In the winter of 1908, I worked on a
farm that had a windmill. At about half
past six I walked up to the mill.
Suddenly I noticed I had sparks at my
cap and they were increasing in number.
On my eyebrows and fingertips were
sparks as well. In the nearby woods I
noticed the same phenomenon!

The tips of the trees were one sea of
sparks. When I arrived at the milll saw
a startling scene: the windmill's sails
turned quickly and were one rotating
cirde of sparks. A beautiful sight! It last
ed for over 15 minutes. When I stopped
at the mill, it was dry again. I remained
miller at that mill for 40 years, but I
never saw anything like that again.

~ OSOW Fly-Me™
. Paper Bag Kite Kit.

21" tall bag easiiy trans
forms into a guaran-

i teed-to-fly OSOW sled
kite. Ideal for workshops,
sales or giveaways.
Needs only scissors to
cut and string to fly.

Fly-Me™ Paper Kite Kij
$.50 each
$ .45 each
$ .40 each
$ .35 each

Ready-to-Fly Kite
$3.50 each
$3.00 each
$2.50 each
$2.00 each

Quantities
10 to 49

50 to 249
250 to 999

1.000 or more

One Sky One World, 3940 W. 32nd Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80212, USA

Telephone: (303) 433-7518 Fax: (303) 433-0019

OSOW Ready-to-Fly Kites!
Taken onboard the Space Shuttle Endeavor, the Ready-to-Fly Kite
is the first kite to go into outer space and to fly around the world!

OSOW .~~~~
Ready-to-Fly Kite

Comes with tail, string
and OSOW proclama

tion on parchment.
Easy to fly, stable and

durable in light to
moderate breezes.
Minimum order 10.
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Please call or write for a free catalog. Dealer inquiries welcome.

RODS
• Advantage • A.F.c. • Beman • Glasforms • SkyShark

• Revolution • Hardwood Dowels • Wrapped Graphite (custom sizes)

TEAM HIGH FLY FAMILY OF KITES
• Smithsonian (8') • Pro/Am (8') • El Nino (6') • Giant(l7') • Camp 1.25(9')

• NEW FOR 1996: THE HURRICANE AND THE TORNADO

• Ready-2-Fly
• Winders

• Nocks
• Clear Tubing
• MORE!!!

• Parts

Fran Gramkowski's
High Fly Kite Co.
30 West End Avenue
Haddonfield, NJ 08033

• Peels• Boats .
PETER LYNN PRODUCTS

KITE BUILDING PARTS
• Split Rings • Tensioners
• Nose Webbing • Vinyl End Caps
• Swivels • Black Tubing
• 3,90z Dacron edging • Dihedrals

• Buggies

phone 609-429-6260
fax 609-429-0142

LaserPro'" LINE

• Aluminum Rings
• Stretch Cord
• Semi-Rigid Tubing
• Ripstop Tape

• Competition Grade • Sport Grade • Micro Grade
• Ready-4-Flying • Dacron • Sleeving Kits

Source (N.): 1. A point of origin
2. One that supplies information

The Kiting Source:

(Top left to right) Rich javens, Anthony Esposito
(bottom left to right) Doug Laubach and Lance Wagner,

Congratulates the Winners of the
First Annual Fly-Away Classic

First Place $750 Rich Javens
Second Place $500 Doug Laubach
Third Place $250 Lance Wagner

We'd also like to thank the following sponsors for their
contribution in over $1500 in prizes.
Aerodrone Sport Kites • Air Master Kites • Avia Sport Composites, Inc
Dyna-Kite Corp. • flight School with Dodd Gross • High Fly Kite Co.
Laser Pro • MLD Associates • Moran Precision Aerobatic
Revolution Enterprises • Skyshark Competition Air frames
Sportkite News • TC Ultra

Together we successfully brought a unique sport kiting
event to the town of Belmar, New Jersey.
Thanks to all of the competitors and supporters.

Anthony Esposito

Fly-Away Kites
1108 Main Street • Belmar, NJ 07719 0

908-280-8084
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f or kiters who like to put on a big show,
the festival in Fredrikstad will not be for
them. That is exactly what makes it a
particular charm, even an honor to be

an invited guest for the occasion.
According to Truls Hansen, my host and

one of the three founders of the festival,
"Norwegians look for any excuse for a party.
The kite festival is a good excuse."

Under sponsorship of the Arts and Cul
ture Council of the city of Fredrikstad, the
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dragefestival (kite festival) is organized by
the wind art group called Free as the Breeze,
consisting of three local sculptor/kiters and
their spouses: Truls Hansen & Solveig
Letmoile, Terje Westfoss & Sofie Dessen
and Egil Syversen & Tonje Kolle. They were
joined by other kitefliers, dancers, musi
cians and writers.

The ainl of the festival is not just to per
form but to share, especially with families
and most especially with children. Only

slightly "international," the festival's guest
list has had an admittedly slow growth.
According to Truls, the kiters "...have to fit
in your house, they have to want to have
fun." No flashy displays are expected, just an
integration into the fabric of a well-orches
trated "day in the park." The green and
beautiful site is the island of Isegran, with
in Fredrikstad, in the scenic Oslo fjord.

Speaking of orchestration, music and
dance are as important to the festival as



Opposite page: far left, Stefan Andersson of Goteborg, Sweden flies a paper
and bamboo train based on a design by Eiji Ohashi.

Right top: Wind Art Group member Truis Hansen helps Poul Christoffersen
of Copenhagen untangle his bannered flying line.

Right bottom: The famous Kite-of-Many-Colors by Terje Westfoss, Truls
Hansen and Egil Syversen.lt has evolved over 10 years and has never
flown the same twice.

This page: left, the Borg Internasjonale Folkedansklubb performs a tradi
tional folk dance.

Below left, kite magician and nose flautist Bengt Carling from Stockholm.

Below, the Luren Folkemusikkforum performs with zest.

article & ph.otograph.s
b~ Mel Govig

dren, so long as the guests don't interfere
with the children's kiteflying. In addition,
there is a kitemaking pavilion which this
year was ably conducted by Tommelise and
Feppe Pettersen, local art teachers.

In the casual atmosphere at Isegran,
smaller kites are not just flown, but exam
ined and applauded by an appreciative
crowd.

Coming from Norwegian background,
I was prepared to think well of the N0Isk;

kiteflying. The festival is a grand party-in
the daytime for the children, and in the
nighttime for the kitefliers and performers.
This year it began with a parade through
town on Friday and ended with a pseudo
solemn grand march on Sunday evening.

Most kite festivals seem to keep children
and other spectators behind barriers to pre
vent their interfering with the kitefliers. At
Isegran it's the opposite: the international
guests are allowed to fly kites among the chil-
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Clockwise from top left: A three-meter box kite
of plastic, poster board and bamboo by Stefan
Karlstrom of Sweden can be separated at the
center and folded flat for transport.

Heidi Jansson and Eva Syversen pose with an
Eddy kite decorated with the historic water
wheel in Isegran Park.

Ketil Olaf Sand of Norway taught students at a
previous workshop to build Papuan-style fishing
kites using paper in place of leaves. This kite is
by Kari Waerum.

Stefan Andersson shows his sky-eyes kite of
paper and bamboo while Terje Westfoss looks on.

I was unprepared for the uninhibited
hospitality shown to me and the other
international guests.

Perhaps it's something in the Scan
dinavian air or song and dance that puts
everyone at their ease-and that's when the
best kiteflying happens. \>

{ Osioo
j

Fredrikstad, .
,A

Osloo

DENMARK
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Who Makes It Run?
In in addition to the wind art group, Free as the Breeze, the following helped produce the Isegran DragefestiYal:

Groups
Tara, a traditional Irish folk music ensemble
Sisu, a group of local drummers who play drums of four continents
Luren Folkemusikkfornm, a local folk music group with a repertoire from Basin Street to Berlin, Iceland
to South Africa
Borg Internasjonale Folkedansklubb, performing traditional folk dances, mostly from countries abutting
the North Sea
Sturm & Drang, a musical group performing across all cultures and eras for the Saturday night party

Individuals
David Papuga, a Scotsman on bagpipes, and Eivor Langseth on the Alpine hom, who played "Amazing
Grace" in different keys together
Kjell Erik Vintron (KeY) of Norway, who read his poetry to the accompaniment of Bengt CarHng of
Sweden on nose flute, gong and flagella tor
Klaus Hagerup, Norwegian novelist, reading from his next novel, which includes kites
Ketil Olav Sand, Norwegian kiter
Claudio Capelli, Caterina Capelli and Pluto Bondi, kitefliers from Cervia, Italy
Pea Hoy of Fredrikstad, festival producer



Complete range of elliptical kites
201, boulevard Tadoussac

Canton Tremblay, QC
Canada GlH 5A8

TeL: (418) 545·VENT
Fax.: (418) 545-2288

:~'
TJu Bay Area SUMowners
Thi! Best Show Team in the
World and the offical tester of
all kites produced by Hyperkites

Why pay more?
Getthe .hottest

aricfthe best ....
for less!

........~

1ej~N~
High-technology in Quad-line Soft-Kite

For Free Catalog
Call or Write
(619) 702-7061
Fax (619) 702-7068

2979 A Street, San Die 0, Ca 92102

HYPERK~TES
The Best Trains &
Single Wing Sports
Kites Made

For catalog send $1 to

JOE VAUGHAN
P.O. Box 276

Mifflinville, PA 18631
Phone or Fax:
(717) 759-3167
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Several
new models
now available
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Four
Color

Patterns
Available

MARTIN
LESTER

J. Merrick Munday' MerricKites Inc.• 16 Steven Road, Kendall Park, NJ 08824 • SOO-MRK-KfTE

• Patented Design.
• 1st, Smithsonian '92 Stunt Category •
• 1st, ECSKC '95 Masters Quad Ballet •

• Totally Omnidirectional
• Extremely Precise
• Low Wind Range

THE NEXT GENERATION QUAD

S'l.m~hony

Experienced kite builders.
Experienced AKA comprehensive kitebuilding judge.
2,375 square feet devoted to kites and kite building.

. Always open to the public.

KITE STUDIO

"Kite Studio st c 7 e materials you
need for building your own kites and

~."
"Truly one stop shopping!"

Get your own 44 page retail catalog NOW!
Ask for your free

"Go Build a Kite" t-shirt
with each S100,00

purchase,

Kite Studio - 5555 Hamilton Boulevard
Wescosville. PA 18106 kbiferrl@fast,net
Phone: 610-395-3560
Orders: SOO-KITE-991 Go Build a Kite!
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1"

The Leonardo da .r
Vinci Flying Machine G

snaps together in ~
seconds. The rest c"\.

are all paper and stick ~
construction models.

Flip 6 Drill
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IT WORKS FOP. ME

ence.
Also, to stop

your larks-head
knot from slip
ping and upset
ting your bridle
adjustments,
just draw that
part of the line
across a piece of
beeswax.

I assure you, it will stay put.

2 Just Adjust
the Handle

From N017nan Ferkin, Glollcestel; England:
I find that no two quad-line kites fly alike,
so I often need to correct flying. The sim
plest way is not by altering the length of the
top or bottom lines, but by modifying the
handles. I just drilled two more holes into
the handle and fitted them to move rings.
It's surprising
how this small
adjustment can
make a differ-

It Works for Me is your place to share vour
favorite kite hint or trick. Each published item
earns your choice of (1) any book(sJ from the
Kite Lines 13ookstore to a value of $16 or (2) a

i one-year subscription or extension to Kite Lilies.
Send details, drawings and/or photographs to
Kite Lilies, r O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD
21133-0466, USA. or fax 410-922-4262.

1"Flexi-F1ip"
Made Easy

From Glm E. Rothstein, Newhall, California:
While flying my Flexifoil Prospeed 6+ with
the Ultraflex spar, I decided to see what
would happen if I tried a "feather." To my
surprise and delight, it flipped! This method
is much easier than grabbing the lines and
pulling.

Here's how... With your arms down at
your sides, bring the kite almost to the top
of the window and fling your arms up like
you're executing a feather. This works well
up to about 8 mph. When the wind is high
er, try it with the kite up around the 10 to
11 o'clock position of the window. Often
you can get it to flip twice based on momen
tum.

Happy flying (and flipping)!
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We focused on soft, sparless kites because
they're used the most by traction kiters. While
our fantasy was to cover every single traction
kite made anywhere, we soon realized that
there had to be limits. We tried to indude a rep
resentative midsize kite from every maker. We
think our final collection represents a good
balance betweerI the wide range of types avail
able and obtainability.

For the tests of quad-line kites, we prepared
four identical sets of flying lines. The power
lines were 300 Ib-test, the brake lines were 200
Ibs, and the line length was 70 ft. For the dual
line kites we set up line sets of 75, 100, 125 and
150 ft. We began by selecting a kite (the
Skytiger) as the standard against which others
were assessed.

We flew the kites both on foot and from
buggies. Some but not all the kites were later
assessed on skis. Wind conditions ranged from
smooth as silk to dangerously gusty. We test
ed kites below and above their recommended
wind ranges. Zero wind flights were not
uncommon. Flights with some kites were
attempted in winds over 40 mph-a painful
error in judgment.

Every kite was flown several times by each
team member. Between flights we compared
perceptions. Each kite was reflown until we
reached a consensus.

We loosely categorized traction kites as:
• user-friendly (relatively easy to control and

having enough power for traction activities), and
• high-performance (requiring more skill to

fly and generating more power).
Manufacturers who produce both types of

kites urge that traction kiting skills be learned
on the user-friendly models. They also sug
gest that accomplished fliers who want to add
a kiting element to a sport in which they are
weak (for example, skiing) are better served
by the user-friendly kites.

Our Two Basic Classes

How We Did the Tests

Article by Jim Welsh
Photographs by Jim Welsh & Sharon Musto

Royal Winnipeg Ballet and a 20-year kiteflier,
was brand new to traction kiting when he
joined our team. John helped us understand
the challenges facing new fliers.

• Sharon Musto, our newest kiting fanatic.
She started flying stunters only a year ago, but
is now passionately hooked on buggying, kite
skiing, and parabear dropping. Sometimes
known as the "Den Mother" because of her
interest in ursine kiting creatures, Sharon's
small physical size and keen eye provided
important balance for our opinions.

• Ken Ruhr, hairstylist shop-owner, anoth
er 20-year kiteflier, is accomplished in all forms
of kiting. Ken was hooked on being tugged
around by stacked kites well before any of us

heard of a buggy. His skill and
opinions are respected.

• And me, Jim Welsh, pro
fessor of Educational Tech
nology at the University of
Manitoba and committed kit
ing kook. Ken calls me "Jim
Too-Many-Kites." I served as
team leader.

We started out with a fifth

veteran flier, but for personal
reasons he was unable to com
plete the· testing program.
Beyond this group we had
numerous supportive friends
and spouses who assisted us,
and who, for want of space,
must remain nameless. We
thank them all.

Remember: BE CAREFUL!

Introducing the Team

By design, our intrepid team members ranged
in traction kiting experience from novice to
expert, in weight from 110 to 190 pounds,
and in age from 37 to 49 years. No one on the
team has any business connection with the kite
industry.

Our contacts with kiters outside of Mani
toba, Canada are generally limited to e-mail,
phone, and charge card. Kite Lines preferred our
isolation for the test, and after giving us gen
eral guidelines, left us to our own devices.

Four members of the Manitoba Kite Flyers
Association reviewed the kites:

• John Kaminski, principal dancer in the

A SURVEY of Traction Kites
from the User-Friendly to the
High-Performance

I{
iters who discover the exhilaration of buggying, skiing, body
surfing and skating behind todays large, powerful kites must
first choose equipment.

And picking a traction kite is not an easy matter. How big
should it be? Which kites are more controllable? Which require
more skill to fly?

Don't expect simple answers. For five months our fearless team of
kitefliers tested traction kites from diverse parts of the globe. We won't
draw any conclusions for you. But we'll describe general features,

unique attributes and significant strengths and weaknesses to make
choosing your traction kite a bit easier.

All the manufacturers and distributorS I talked to
stressed the need for safety in traction kiting.
Neophytes should learn to fly well on small I,ites
before trying out larger ones and engaging in
traction activities. Of course, use common sense:
wear safety equipment, shun strong or gusty
winds, avoid power lines, respect others and
(always) underestimate your ability.

The makers also remind readers that Idtes of
the sizes we tested are designed to create power;
not to fly in circles and squares. Buyers primar
ily interested in circles and squares are better

served by different kites. -J.w.

••
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Force 10

How the Kites Worl<

The most obvious difference in the kites we
tested was the number of lines they use. At pre
sent, traction kites have either two lines (dual
line) or four (quad-line) with accordingly dif
ferent characteristics. (The Parawing, which
has a control bar instead of handles, is a special
case and our comments on it are reserved for
its own review.)

Dual-line traction kites
• The hand and arm movements that

control dual-liners are similar to those used for
regular dual-line stunt kites. However, trac
tion kites generally require longer arm move
ments to induce turns and are slower in
responding.

• Fliers of dual-line traction kites often
own several line sets between 75-150 ft and
longer. Typically the short lines are used in
high winds and the long lines in light winds.

• Longer lines keep a kite in the power
zone longer and provide the large flying space
needed for sweeping turns. Long lines work
well in wide open spaces, but are a liability
where space is limited. They can also be a
challenge if the wind is strong or turbulent.

• A dual-liner that crashes may be impos
sible to relaunch without first walking to the
kite and straightening it out.

• Often, kitefliers report that long-dis
tance buggying with a dual-liner is more relax
ing than it is with a quad-liner.

Quad-line traction kites
• Quad-liners perform best when flown

using a combination of arm movements and
wrist rotations. Ann movements cause slow,

wide turns and side slides; wrist rotations cause
more rapid turns. Rapid turns are important---:
they increase mobility and can get you out of
trouble qUickly.

• Generally, quad-liners are flown on lines
between 50-75 ft. As with their dual-line coun
terparts, large quad-line kites benefit from
longer lines in light winds.

• Quad-liners are more controllable than
dual-liners. They tum more rapidly and can be
held in any position in the wind window and,
except in extreme conditions, they can be
landed anywhere within it. They can be kept
on the ground by holding the brake lines back
and can be launched and relaunched with a
simple tug on the lines.

• Most of today's growth and innovation
in traction kites is in soft quad-liners. In 1989,
the Quadrifoil25 began the parade of the "bags."
Interestingly, the Quadrifoil 25 is more like the
new kites of the last year than the kites that were
introduced in earlier days (1989-1994).

Trends in Traction Kites

Semi-eJliptical shapes
if you lay a Quadrifoil 25 on its back, its lead
ing and trailing edges are semi-elliptical in
shape so its wingtips are not as wide as the
body of the kite, and because its back surface
is larger than its front, it doesn't lie flat. Many
kites that followed the Quadrifoil25 were flat
with straight edges. Ted Dougherty, the design
er of the Quadrifoil 25, says the move to a
flat, rectangular design was a production deci
sion-such kites were easier to manufacture.
But with that decision came a less aerody
namic kite. Now, manufacturers are focusing on
improving performance. Current kites are not

flat, they have curved or semi-elliptical leading
and trailing edges, and their wingtips are
rounder and shorter in chord than the rest of
the the kite.

High aspect ratios
The new kites are wider in span and shorter in
chord than their predecessors. This change
produces a more powerful kite.

Cross-cell venting
Almost all of the current crop of traction kites
share the cross-cell venting design feature, name
ly holes in the partitions that separate the cells.
Air entering one cell can move into adjacent
cells. When wind direction and force are variable,
cross venting assists in maintaining inflation,
and therefore power. Cross venting is also valu
able at the edge of the wind window and in light
wind conditions where luffing (deflating of the
kite in midair) can be a problem.

The Kites

DUAL-LINE KITES
The Peel
Designed by Peter Lynn of New Zealand spedf
ically to haul buggies and boats, the Peel takes
a prominent role in today's traction kiting.
Those who fly a Peel respect the smooth power
generated throughout its wind envelope.

We flew a 5 sq m standard Peel on lines
between 75-150 ft and immediately noticed
that the long lines preferred by a Peel require
large flying fields. Because of the long lines the
Peel is in the power zone a long time, so if you
get into trouble, let go-we recommend quick
release handles (sometimes called "dead-man
release" handles). Since the Peel is such a wide
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(Note: The
Modulus is

shown incor
rectly bridled
but was test-
ed correctly

bridled.)

••••

kite, its turning radius is large. So too are the
long arm movements needed for tight turns-
we routinely found ourselves with one of our
arms fully extended and our other arm's hand
hovering beside our ear. Discovering when to
initiate turns to avoid luffing at the edge of the
wind window took some time.

Buggying with the Peel was a straightfor
ward matter. We easily mastered the figure
eight maneuver used to generate forward speed.
Long reaches were relaxing affairs. We soon
learned to plan and initiate turns earlier than
we did with the quad-liners. Quick maneuvers
remained a challenge.

We enjoyed the Peel most in clean wind,
but were frustrated in gusty conditions and
varying wind direction. Partly because of our
own limitations, the Peel routinely luffed.
When it did, we were usually unable to
relaunch it from our buggies. Also when it
collapsed, its wingtips frequently folded into its
complex bridle and created a bit of a mess.

We noted that the Peel lacks cross-cell vents
and we wondered if adding them would reduce
luffing problems. The Peel remains a compet
itive kite.

The Wild Wing
Greens of Burnley in the United Kingdom
manufactures a variety of sky toys and kites,
including its entry in the traction kiting mar
ketplace, the Wild Wing.

The Wild Wing 300 is cross-cell vented
and has wingtips much shorter in chord than
the body of the kite. Consequently, it turns
qUickly and is fairly stable in turbulence and
at the edges of the wind window. Normal
steering movements turned the Wild Wing on
its bridle points. The Wild Wing accelerated
rapidly and surprised us with its speed.

We flew the Wild Wing on test lines
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between 75-150 ft. On short lines we appre
ciated its tight turning radius. On longer lines
it enjoyed a broad power zone. Discovering the
extent of the Wild Wing's wind window and
learning when to initiate turns to avoid win
dow edge problems took very little time.

At only 3 sq m, the Wild Wing's suitabili
ty for buggying on grass was a question for us.
As it turned out, our concerns were unwar
ranted. Once the winds picked up, power was
more than adequate. The stated wind range of
15 to 25 mph for a 155-lb kiteflier buggying on
grass is reasonable.

The Wild Wing is easy to control and pre
dictable. Its flying characteristics are unique
it pulls like a traction kite but responds more
like a dual-line stunter.

QUAD-LINE KITES
The Force 10
Force 10's current traction kite, made in Israel,
has a new shape (more oval than rectangular),
and new handles. Its trailing edge has a tighter
curve than its leading edge. The Force 10 is
more than twice as wide at its center as at its
wingtips. It is also thickest at its center, and it
tapers progressively toward its wingtips, where
it is only as thick as the overlapped seam that
connects its back and front skins. The Force lO's
wingtip cells are closed at the leading edge
and are inflated through cross-cell venting.
The bridle lines are sewn rather than tied.

The Force 10 handles are longer than
most. Unlike others, their tops are right angle
elbows which point toward the kite. The top
lines project through the open ends of the
elbows. As a result of this structure, placing a
finger above the power line is not possible.
Loops of line at the tops of the handles are
provided for attaching harness lines. The
loops may also be used to peg the kite to the

ground, provided it has been landed upside
down.

The Force 10 accelerates more quickly and
powerfully than average and is quite respon
sive. It performs well in all parts of the wind
window. The right touch turns it on its bridle
points, although longer radius turns are more
the norm. The Force 10 reacts best to short arm
movements-adding large wrist rotations
requires great effort and does not dramatical
ly increase turning speed. At first blush we
feared that this might be a liability, but in our
traction activities it was not.

The Force 10 is both predictable and stable,
and consequently requires little attention while
in the air. Veteran traction kiters will readily
master the flying requirements and responses
of the Force 10. New traction pilots who have
experience with stunt kites will also have no
trouble getting used to this user-friendly kite.

The Modulus
The Modulus by Spider Traction and Power
Kites in Wales is not just a kite-it's a complete
traction system. The 38 Special model we test
ed came complete with lines, handles, a sand
or snow stake, a ground stake and a storage bag.
The storage bag is designed to be opened from
either end and has separate compartments for
each component. Clips and pull ties that come
with the bag attach it to the back of a bUggy.

The unique feature of the 38 Special is that
its size can be adjusted from 1.3 sq m to 3.8
sq m at intervals of .3 or .5 sq m by zipping in
modules. Our test kite came with an optional
bridled mini module that brought it up to 4.3
sq m. Module zippers are located on the front
and back surfaces ofboth sides of each module.
They extend from the leading edge most of the
way back to the trailing edge. Some modules
have bridle lines that also must be con-
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nected. The modules are not cross-cell vented.
The Modulus kite allows a kiteflier to match

kite size to wind conditions. Note that as mod
ules are added, not only does the size of the kite
increase, but also its aspect ratio. These increas
es combine to enhance the performance of
the 38 Special. The downside of zipper con
struction is the heavier weight of the kite.

In strong and steady wind, the 38 Special
maintained its shape and performed well.
Acceleration and power were good, particu
larly when all modules were in place. In heavy
wind we could easily land it in the center of
the wind window. The 38 Special turned well
when wrist rotations were used, but accor
dioned if we combined them with excessive
arm movements.

As could be expected, in variable winds
that were near its posted bottom end of 12
mph, the 38 Special's performance dropped off.
Gusts produced some accordioning, and the
kite was vulnerable to luffing,

In general, the Modulus fits our criteria for
a user-friendly kite. Note, however, that when
it is flown in high wind in its high aspect con
figuration, it is a high-performance kite.

The 38 Special lists its top end at 60 mph.
We interpret this to mean that the kite can sur
vive that wind, not that traction kiters should
be out in it.

The handles that came with the 38 Special
have two noteworthy features. First, the section
that extends above the top line connector is
about an inch longer than in conventional

handles. Serving as a lever, the extension
increases the mechanical advantage of thumb
pressure used for turning. Second, the bottom
line connector comes out of both sides of the
handle rather than the front. The segment of
the connector nearest the handle is a loop
sleeved with vinyl for abrasion resistance.
Hanging the handles by their loops over a
ground stake or the foot peg of a buggy keeps
the Modulus on the ground.

The self-contained Modulus is an innova
tive system. Kitefliers in high wind areas can use
the 38 Special's modular construction to their
benefit. Fliers in low wind areas could make
another choice.

The Skytiger
Skytiger is manufactured in Canada by Tail
Spin Kites for Cobra Kites in the USA. When
the Skytiger Hi40 model was introduced, quad
line traction kiters saw firsthand the increased
power of a kite with a high aspect ratio.

The Skytiger uses trailing edge control flaps
to improve turning response. While other kites
are controlled through lines connected direct
ly to the trailing edge of the kite, the Hi40 is
maneuvered using two flaps attached aft of the
inflated portion of the foil. The design is effec
tive: wrist turns are easily initiated under all
wind conditions and the Hi40 responds quick
Iyand surely to all commands. We found it sta
ble in all parts of the wind window and noticed
that it traveled further around the edge than
most other kites. At the window edge, espe-

cially in gusty wind, a light hand was an asset.
New kitefliers who purchase a Skytiger will

be pleased with the clarity of the assembly
and flying instructions that come with it. Fliers
of more conventionally shaped kites who try
the Hi40 may be surprised by its power and
may need to sharpen their flying skills to man
age its responsiveness.

We compared a Hi40 made of .75-02 nylon
to one constructed of .6-02 polyester (Icarex).
Did the lighter, more expensive fabric make a
difference? Yes, the lighter kite did perform bet
ter when we were standing and flying in min
imal winds, but when we were buggying on
grass in low wind, the effective difference was
small. Further, in medium to high wind, on
our grass buggying field, we saw no differ
ence. Repeating the test on a smooth con
crete surface might have produced different
results. Unfortunately no such surface was
available to us, so the question is only partly
resolved.

Regardless of fabric, the Skytiger Hi40 is a
powerful, responsive performer.

The Traction
The Traction is manufactured by Concept Air
of Quebec, Canada. It comes with a set of 75
ft sheathed Dyneema lines. (Dyneema is a
fiber licensed as Spectra in the US.) The sheath
ing increases abrasion resistance, a useful attri
bute in traction settings. Sheathing also increas
es line drag considerably, a factor reflected in the
Traction's recommended wind range. ---+
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Ted Dougherty at ease.

n
September 1990 with a 760-sq-ft dual-line
parafoil. Among other early honors, he
won the Kite Trade Association's award for
Best New Kite in 1993. Early in 1994, he
patented several improvements to the
design and controls of stunt parafoils.

Before Dougherty's kites became avail
able, traction kiting was done
mostly with conventional
dual-line kites, which are
much harder to relaunch and
don't have nearly the power
of parafoils.

Dougherty's sparless quad
liner was built upon the her
itage of the parafoil, invented
by Domina Jalbert in 1964.
But starting from parachutes,
Dougherty realized there
were problems with their
construction which kept
them from being good kites.

The material problems
were easy to fix, but the

design questions were more challenging.
"There's a fine line between what's going to
work and what's not."

The position of the maximum thickness
of the wing is critical. Dougherty went
through the entire NACA (National
Advisory Council on Aerodynamics) source
book of aerodynamic shapes page by page
until he settled on two shapes which he fig
ured would be "awful for parachutes but
great for kites."

only about eight inches long, so the lines for
each handle run almost parallel to one anoth
er. The consequences of this unique system are
that little of the power of the kite is felt through
the brake lines, and less wrist effort is required
to induce turns on the Competition than on
any other kite we tested.

The Competition's power and acceleration
are extraordinary. On the other hand, its del
icate trim makes it challenging to fly. In hard
turns the Competition behaves like a stunt
kite with oversteer, so compensating hand
movements must be made. In the beginning,
all of us struggled to master the delicate touch
and very short steering movements required to
control it. Later, as our skills improved, we
were increasingly impressed by its respon
siveness and rapid turns. Like other high
aspect-ratio kites, the Competition is vulnera
ble to luffing. However, good fliers will develop
the feel needed to minimize the problem.

Because of the extreme power generated by
the Competition, we usually found ourselves

If it weren't for the work of former Army
parachute designer Ted Dougherty, who
used his military experience to design the
quad-line parafoil, traction kiting as we
know it might not exist.

Today the designs of the 34-year-old
inventor can be seen in the hands of thou
sands of kiters around the
world. Fourteen of his
parafoil designs, in series
from the Quadrifoil to the
Quad-Trac to the Pro-Foil,
are currently available. They
have made Dougherty a
prime force in today's trac
tion kiting scene.

It began in 1984 when
Dougherty made a parafoil
and flew it as a kite on three
lines. It was the start of his
idea that he could control a
kite with extra lines. Again,
in 1986, while working as a
master parachute rigger for
the U.S. Army, the lightning bolt of
inspiration came during a routine
parachute drop. Recovering the chute,
Dougherty used it as a "quad-line" kite
after jumping.

After leaving the Army in 1986,
Dougherty began to push the envelope in
kite design. He broke the world record for
largest stunt kite first in Ocean City, Mary
land in September 1988 with a 460-sq-ft
quad-line parafoil, and then again in

those you may still find on dealers' shelves. The
adjustment knots on the brake lines of the
newest kites are closer to the kite than in older
stock. To make the kite that we received fly
properly I had to connect its brake lines about
15 inches above the existing adjustment knots.
You may need to do the same.

The Quadrifoil Q4 is a user-friendly kite
that traction kiters will continue to enjoy.

The Ouadrifoil Competition C2
The Quadrifoil Competition C2 is designed
by Robert Graham, a leading designer of
paragliders. It comes in a heavy-duty sports bag
that conveniently attaches to the back of Peter
Lynn buggies or their derivatives.

The Competition is wing-shaped and boasts
an innovative bridle system. From a distance
it appears that the power and brake lines are
connected. In fact, the trailing edge bridle line
passes through a metal ring connected to the
leading edge bridle line near the point where
flight lines are attached. The flying handles are

THE OUADRIFOll FAMilY
A product of Active People Group, located in
Canada (Active People, Inc.), Germany and
Switzerland (der Spieler), and Portugal (Papa
gaios de Monchique), the Quadrifoil is one of
the senior statesmen of the traction kite indus
try. We flew one of the company's mainstays,
the Q4, and its newer high performance kite,
the Competition C2.

We tested a 3 sq m and a 4.5 sq m Traction
kite. The kites came with lines and handles
attached and flew without adjustment right out
of the bag. Forward speed and pull were ade
quate and the kites tracked straight and
responded predictably, although slowly. In
high winds we wished they flew closer to the
edge of the wind window than they did.

While most other kites are bridled at each
cell, Traction kites are bridled at every other cell.
As a consequence, they accordion in hard
turns. This adversely affects their turn rate.

At about 20 inches, the Traction's handles
were the longest handles we tested, by sever
al inches. The power lines are connected about
1Yz inches below the tops of the handles, about
an inch lower than most other handles. This
extra inch of handle was useful since thumb
pressure applied to it provided extra torque for
handle rotation. However, the extra length
on the lower end of the handle required greater
wrist strength to induce tight turns. In medium
to heavy winds, wrist rotation turns were impos
sible. One option is to use the handles with a
chest harness so control movements involve
pulling on the bottom of the handles rather
than rotating them. But this practice can pre
sent problems in gusty high-wind conditions.

In addition to their functional limitations,
the Traction's handles are not cosmetically
appealing-they're wrapped in colored tape
and lack end caps. Concept Air is presently
reviewing the design of the handles.

A member of our user-friendly group of
kites, we found the Traction functional in
straight flight, but ponderous in turns. Flying
it without a chest harness was difficult.

The Ouadrifoil 04
Designed by Ted Dougherty and originally an
American product, the new Quadrifoils are
shaped more aerodynamically than their pre
decessors, and use cross-cell venting to facili
tate and maintain inflation.

The Q4 flew easily and comfortably, and
responded well to commands. We were able to
spin it on its center with no trouble at all.
Power and speed were about average. Accel
eration in gusty winds produced a smooth
increase in power.

The Q4s currently being manufactured are
slightly different from the one we tested and
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flying with our index fingers above the top
lines on the handles. Experienced quad kite"
fliers know that this position allows them to
handle more power as,it moves the direction
of pull in the power lines closer to the align
ment of the muscles and bones of the fore
arm. The drawback of this finger position
was that during hard turns our index fingers
were pinched by the power lines. Because
the finger-above technique became the nor
mal way we flew the Competition, I designed
a replacement set of handles that resolved
the problems:

You don't need a new set of handles to fly
the Competition, but you do need to be an
experienced kiteflier to control it.

Variations from Mile High
The Quad-Trac and Quad-Trac Pro Foil are
more recent designs by Ted Dougherty. They
are currently made by the Mile High Kite Com
pany (formerly Skynasaur) in Colorado and
employ what Dougherty calls a Variable Cam-

ber System, a bridle adjustmentsystem that can
facilitate 10w-windlIying or reduce pull in
high wind. In practice, the system worked as
advertised. We tested a Quad-Trac 5 and a
Quad-TracPro Foil 3.

The Quad-Trac 5
This Quad-Trac 5 has a curved, semi-elliptical
form that results in a responsive, easy-to-control
kite. Stable in the air, the Quad-Trac handles well
in all parts of the wind window. It accelerates
qUickly and is comfortable to fly.

Adjustment knots on the Quad-Trac's brake
lines are not pre-tied; instructions direct the
kiteflier to tie knots at the marks on them.
This forces the kiteflier to think about bridle
adjustment. Unfortunately, the marks on the
bridle of our testkite were about a foot further
from the kite than they had to be for the kite
to fly properly. We suggest that if you discov
er that you have no tension on your brake
lines, two-line the kite to the ground and tie
some new knots nearer to the kite.

Overall, the Quad-Trac 5 is a user-friendly
kite with a semi-elliptical shape that gives it a
performance edge.

The Quad-Trac Pro Foil 3
Made of .S-oz polyester, the Quad-Trac Pro
Foil was Ted Dougherty's newest traction kite
at review time. At 3 sq m, the quad-lined Pro
Foil 3 was the smallest quad-line we tested.

The Pro Foil combines a high aspect ratio
with a semi~lliptical shape and cross-cell vent
ing. The result is a powerful kite that acceler
ates rapidly and smoothly and turns qUickly.
The Pro Foil tracks well and is stable in all
parts of the wind window. It can be controlled
by wrist rotations even in heavy winds.

Our only disappointment with the Pro Foil
was that none of the bridles were trimmed or
sealed. This left the kite looking unfinished.

The Quad-Trac Pro Foil 3 is a user-friendly
high-performance traction kite. It easily out
performed kites of similar size but more tradi
tional shape that we matched it up against. ---+

Variable Camber System (VCS)

Foil without Inlet Deflection
System (IDS)

• Foil with IDS

-w. Bryon Caver

Another form of induced drag is creat
ed by wing-tip vortices, which are the
streams of air rolling off the ends of the foils.
Inspired by the wing designs of the British
Spitfire and Japanese Zero, Dougherty
turned the parafoil wing from a rectangle
into a semi-ellipse.

Early in 1994, Dougherty improved the
design of his parafoils by the introduction
of the variable camber system, or VCS, and
the inlet deflection system, or IDS, both
of his invention. The VCS allows the flier,
through simple adjustments on the bridle,
to alter the shape of the cross-section and
change the parafoil's lift and penetrationto
suit the wind.

The IDS is an hourglass-shaped piece
of fabric sewn into the mouth of each cell
along the parafoil's leading edge. This piece
of fabric ensures thatthe mouth will inflate
into· a rectangular shape rather than an
oval shape which compromises the kite's
aerodynamics. Some kite manufacturers
sew mesh into the mouths, but the mesh
often traps sand inside. The IDS supports
the shape of the mouth while allowing
wind and sand to freely exit.

What's next for Ted Dougherty? He is
now working on several new projects but is
not yet willing to divulge any details. This
bright light in the kite world is notresting
on his laurels. We can expect to see his
contributions continue well into the 21st
century.

Kiting
Using one of these designs, he made a

parafoil which, according to Dougherty,
"worked wonderfully as a quad kite. How
ever, as a dual-line kite it didn't turn well and
would often tuck nose under." Rather than try
ing a quad-line design with his first wing
shape, which would have been a radical idea
at the time, he shelved the initial design and
pursued the second wing form. With it,
Dougherty eventually created a parafoil which
performed well as both a dual- and quad-line
stunter. Exdted with his discovery, Dougherty
started making kites for his friends and in
1988 he started his own company, Sparless
Stunters, which became Kite Innovations in
1989.

In the same year, Revolution Enterprises
released the first rigid quad-line kite. Its success
prompted Dougherty to produce his own soft
quad"lihers, which launched a trend in mod
ern traction kiting.

In designing kites, Dougherty deals with
two major trade.offs in tackling the problem
of induced drag. In each case; drag can only be
reduced at the expense of performance.

One trade-off concerns the cross-section
of the foil. If the foil is thick,you can get a lot
of lift, but also a lot of drag; if it's thin, the drag
decreases along with the lift.

The second trade-off is the aspect ratio;
which is the kite's width (or span) in ratio to
its length (or chord). As you lower the aspect
ratio; the kite turns faster but the drag increas
es (in proportion to the kite's area)'. The reverse
is also true.
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THE PARAWING
The German-born (but U.S.-made) Parawing is
unlike any other kite we tested. It doesn't have
lines in the usual sense-instead, its bridle
lines are connected directly to a control bar the
kiteflier holds. For the 42-sq-ft Parawing we
flew, the bridle lines were 18.5 ft long, so that
is the distance the kite is from the kiteflier.

Bridle lines from the leading edge of the kite
are attached to one end of the control bar;
lines from the trailing edge of the kite are
attached to the other end of the bar. Some
Parawings have bridle lines attached to the
control bar at points between those extremes.

It took only a few minutes to learn basic
control of the Parawing. Mastering fine control
took longer. The kite is directed by tilting
and/or by rotating the control bar.

At first, all of us overflew the edge of the
wind window, and the Parawing luffed. Once
we learned to stop the forward motion of the
Parawing as it approached the edge, we solved
the majority of our luffing problems.

Buggying with the Parawing was comfort
able on reaches but awkward in turns. To tum
180 degrees, the bar must be rotated 180
degrees. Doing this requires shuffling hand
positions and momentarily holding back the
kite with one hand.

Turns under high power were difficult. We
inferred from a video that came with our test
kites that the solution was to attach the con
trol bar to a body harness. Aflier can then con
trol the Parawing with one hand. But the con
trol bars on our test kites weren't set up for a
body harness, so we couldn't assess this option.

Because the Parawing is so dose to the kite
flier, it is "sailed" more than flown in the usual
sense. We could feel changes in wind condi
tions almost instantly. Even with its cross-cell
venting, flying the Parawing in turbulent winds
right at the edge of the wind window left us
vulnerable to luffing.

Responses to forward and reverse com
mands were almost immediate; responses to
tum commands were a bit slower, but still
quite fast. Because the Parawing is so near the
flier, it was easy to maneuver it in dose quar
ters. A tug on the control bar was all we need
ed to launch and relaunch.

The Parawing's major limitation isits inabil
ity to reach beyond ground winds to deaner
and stronger winds higher up. Parawing kite
fliers generally need larger kites than other
traction kiters to obtain the same power.

What Have We learned?

• To begin with, there is a kite for every
flier. Take your pick, they all work. Our test kites
varied greatly in performance and in the tech
niques they needed. This is healthy: different
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strokes for different folks.
However, the trend is toward

quad-line models. Why? They
are easier to launch and land and,
in general, are more manageable
in the air. I'm not suggesting the
demise of the two-liner. It will
continue to have a following and,
for the time being, will likely
retain its apparent supremacy in
very light winds.

• Our two dual-line kites,
the Peel and the Wild Wmg, were
enjoyable to fly. The Peel is race
proven, available in many sizes,
but difficult to fly in "dirty"
winds. The Wild Wing is available
in only two sizes, but is quicker in
turns and more forgiving than
the Peel. Direct comparisons of
power and acceleration were not
possible because our test kites
were dissimilar in size.

• The Parawing will likely remain a niche
kite. Purchasers should seek advice on size
because Parawings need to be larger than other
traction kites to generate the same power.
Body weight is the operative factor when deter
mining the proper size.

• Some quad-line kites in the user-friend
ly category thrive on being controlled by
arm and wrist rotations; for others, arm move
ments are the primary source of control. The
Modulus, Quadrifoil Q4 and Quad-Trac fit in
the former category. The Force 10's perfor
mance characteristics show that member
ship in the latter category is not necessarily
a liability. The Traction, however, was anoth
er matter. With it, the benefit normally
achieved by wrist rotations could only be
gained through the mechanical advantage
provided by a chest harness. We found this
limiting.

• Our unanimous picks for the quad-line
high-performance group were distinguished
by their superior acceleration and power, by
their performance in both light and heavy
winds, and by their responsiveness and sensi
tivity to commands. The Quadrifoil Competi
tion, Quad-Trac Pro Foil and Skytiger all meet
these criteria.

Why are these kites for experienced fliers?
Two reasons: First, unless anticipated, their
rapid acceleration leads to out-of-seat experi
ences while buggying and bunny-hops-to-a
face-plant while standing and flying. Second,
because little physical effort is required to steer
them, and they are very responsive, a veteran's
touch is needed to manage them.

• Traction kites have a broad range of fly
ing traits and requirements. Even experienced
fliers need to spend time to discover the

nuances of a new kite. How much time? For us,
the time ranged from as little as an hour to as
long as several days. Finding optimum line
settings and learning new steering movements
takes time. Give new kites a chance.

• New fliers need help to safely learn trac
tion kiting. Most manufacturers don't provide
it. The kites should come with a manual that
indudes guidance not only on safety, but also
on assembly, adjustments and basic flying skills.

I formally field tested the manuals that I
received with two literate potential traction
kiters. Only the manual from Skytiger met
minimum expectations.

• Quad-line handles can be improved
upon. The challenges: to permit flying in heavy
wind with one-finger-above-the-power-line,
and to eliminate finger pinch from the line
while doing so.

So Which I<ite Is for You?
The key to making a good choice is to be hon
est with yourself. Start by listing how well you
fly, the wind and space where you fly and
what you want to do in traction. Then read the
reviews to check out the flying features. Consult
with reputable dealers or experienced kiters
who regularly fly traction kites. Finally, be
aware of changing availability. Some of the
kites we tested may be scarce by the time this
is published. New ones may be out there, too.
The market is volatile.

And if you're going to be in Manitoba,
Canada, bring your buggy or skis. We have
plenty of kites up here. When the tests were
over, I had to buy a whole new set of kites.
Those I had owned no longer met my traction
needs. \/
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C-C-Cold
I soon discovered that in the winter at £1
Mirage it gets real cold at night. Because money
was tight, I decided to share a tent with Dean
Jordan on Tuesday night. Someone provided
a child's sleeping bag for me and someone
else found me a blanket, but the bulk of the
insulation came from several large ripstop
kites, which filled most of the space in the
tent. While the insulating properties of the
trapped air was effective, the fabric had the dis
tinct disadvantage of being noisy. I tend to
fidget in my sleep. For some reason everyone
called me "Russell" for the rest of the week.

2 mph and I had enough power
to buggy beneath the huge sail.
Satisfied with this, I pulled out
my tandem and "volunteered"
10 year old Zachary Cameron to
sit in the back. We had plenty of

power to trek across the lake.
For the return trip, I dedded to really go for

it. As the wind rose to the point where a cou
ple of others were beginning to see if they had
enough power to buggy, the 13 sq m sail was
cranking out as much as we could handle.
Rather than ease off, I dumped the monster
in the middle of the power window and let
her rip. We screamed back to the camp at
about 3S mph. I knew that we didn't have a
hope of stopping safely under kite power, so
I released the "dead-man" handle and steered
the buggy to stop where the kite landed. I
think my young passenger was as impressed
as I was.

Downwind Performance Tip
On one of the light-wind mornings, I decided
to buggy two miles further down the lake
where they were shooting a Chevrolet com-

Building Bridles
Initially, I had no kites ready
to fly. All the kites I brought
were of my own design and
they all had portions of the
bridle unfinished. Upon arriv
ing, I nonchalantly banged a
grid of nails into the lakebed
and wove a cross-bridle for
the biggest kite (a whopping
13 sq m!) right there, under
the sun. I had hoped that the
result would be impressive-
to casually complete the

biggest kite on the lake and launch it amidst
the admiration of the assembled crowd.

My ego was entitled to no such glory.
The thing folded up and collapsed in an
undignified heap. To my disgust, I found
that I had attached all he primary bridles for
the left and the right hand tips to the same
side of the kite!

It was the following day before I'd sort
ed it all out, but this time the timing was
perfect. I launched the kite in almost zero
wind and it inflated easily. Within a

minute or so, the wind had picked up to 1 or

ered I have the option of staying in the buggy.
The system is set up so that in overpower it
will lift the front wheel first, so that it skips
down-wind, releasing some of the pressure.
This can take quite a bit of getting used to.
Again, this is an aid that comes into its own

on the tandem.

IF...
lack of sanctioning,
lack of organization,
lack of schedule,
lack of insurance,
lack of toilets.
lack of rules.
lack of public address,
lack of directional signs or
lack of awards presentation
were a problem for you,

you were in
the wrong place.

I SPENT THE ENTIRE WEEK LIVING
OFF ADRENALIN...

It was the Buggy Boogie Thang 2, January
1996, at El Mirage Dry Lake outside Victorville,
California. The Thang is Corey Jensen's pil
grimage to the desert to worship the gods of
wind and speed in the company of good friends.

My 7-Wheel Buggy
In a determined effort to use every last ounce
of my luggage allowance, I brought a 7-wheel
buggy to the States from the U.K. It consisted
of a traditional Lynn buggy with a double rear
axle fitting and a Shapson tandem adapter on
the rear. The extra wheels have the advantage
of delivering much more resistance to sliding
sideways under excess power. The disadvan
tages of this setup are the added weight, the
extra rolling resistance and an increased turn
ingradius.

Also of note were my footpegs, which
sprout right from the top of the forks. They
allow me to take considerably more power
before I am pulled up to
stand on the forks -this is
particularly useful when
pulling a tandem. Again
there are disadvantages: the
high pegs are supremely
uncomfortable, and when
you are finally overpowered,
you have built up so much
tension you tend to follow a
ballistic trajectory.

My buggy has hooks into
which I can slip the strap of
the "dead-man" handle. This
means when I get overpow-
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mercial. The wind was only blowing 1 or 2
mph, so I found it exceedingly difficult to
make any downwind progress at all-one false
move and the canopy would collapse and fall
out of the sky. But despite this I somehow
stumbled across atecbniqueby which I could
travel downwind.

Starting from a position where I was already
traveling at a reasonable speed, and the kite was
directly overhead, I would turn the kite into a
vertical dive right through the middle of the
window. While the buggy was going exactly
downwind, I would use the momentum of
the buggy to follow a tack that went off to one
side of the wind, .using its course to force the
kite toward the ground. This was the power
stroke-the kite would soon speed up and as
long as I continued to keep the line in tension,
I would continueto accelerate past the speed
ofthe wind.

Next I would tum the kite up and away
from me, and then the buggy would head
directly downwind as the kite continued its fig
ure-eight pattern off to the other side, regain
ing the high-altitude position that begins
another cycle.

Public Service Announcement
It is well known that it is unwise to pee into the
wind. In the nuclear winds, however, it is also
not advisable to pee directly downwind either,
as the turbulence caused by your body causes
it to splash in your face. We quickly leamed to
pee off to the side, into the non-turbulent air.

The Pewter Mug
The Buggy Boogie Thang 2 did not apply for
and did not receive AKA sanctioning. It might
sound odd at first, but this helped shape the
whole event-it was a cooperative event for
responsible adults. If lack of sanctioning, lack
of organization, lack of schedule, lack of insur
ance' lack of toilets, lack ofrules, lack of pub
lic address, lack of directional signs or lack of
awards presentation were a problem for you,
you were in the wrong place.

I brought an engrayed, glass-bottomed
pewter mug from England with the idea that
it would be presented to the fastest, the coolest,
the stupidest or otherwise the most deserv
ing bUggier on the lake. This idea never really
gotoff the ground. The racing never amount
ed to much and I never found a.quorum of
people to make a decision, so it ended up
going off in Corey's van.

Maybe this was appropriate. No big deal.
No ceremony. No losers. No speeches. It just
qUietly ended up with its most deserving
host.

Thanks, Corey for a great time. Without
your spirit and vision, it wouldn't have hap
pened. 'V
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By Peter lynn

JIVE BEEN WORKING ALMOST FUll-TIME
ON KITE TRACTION, with a primary focus
on kitesailing since 1987. It's been my for
tunate position to have a business and wife
that can just about support this level of per
sonal indulgence/obsession. It's great fun
and I'm feeling quite pleased with progress
in the field to date (mine and others), but are
warm feelings good enough? Just how does
the world of kitesailing stack up in 1996?

When I say kitesailing I mean systems
capable of upwind courses which use kites
attached by lines only (Le., not tilt-rig sail
boats). There may be good things happen
ing in kitesailing in some places that I don't
know about but there are definitely good
things happening with the Roeseler team
(Kiteski™) and with Bruno and Dominique
Legaignoux (Wipicat).

Interestingly, there is almost no conflict
between Kiteski, Wipicat and Peter Lynn,
Ltd., even though we are working on essen
tially the same problem because each of us
has chosen to concentrate on slightly dif
ferent aspects. The entire kitesailing field
has, so far, seen a very good level of coop
eration between researchers, with little overt
copying even in the absence of compre
hensive intellectual property rights coverage
of the breakthroughs that have occurred
(such coverage is virtually impossible to
finance anyway). If blatant copying occurs
there will be no rational justification for
continuing to do the needed research any
way, so lefs hope!

What progress is Peter Lynn, Ltd. making
in kitesailing? As it happens we have been
entering an open-class sailboat race each
New Year's Day for the last three years and
so we have a rather objective assessment of
our progress. This race, "The Clearwater
Cup," is three laps on an upwind/down
wind course with the main marks about 3
km apart. It starts at 2:00 P.M. irrespective of
the conditions on a New Zealand alpine
lake which has become something of a
wind-surfing mecca. The race is open to
any sail-powered craft that weighs less than
100 kg without crew and has traditionally
been won by "A" class catamarans (single
person 5.5 m x 2.3 m x 14sq m develop
ment class multihulls).

•••

In recent years windsurfers have been
collecting some wins, but we are talking
about very hot talent-not quite Olympic
gold medalist Bruce Kendall, but some of
the very few in the world who can frighten
him. The upwind performance of these
guys is amazing-it has to be to stay ahead
of the cats.

During the 1994 competition, in winds
20-30 km/hr, Philip McConnachie used a
kitesailer (buggy-based) with a 5 sq m Peel.
He started out confidently enough by round
ing the first (reaching) mark but was not able
to get to the top mark even once. Philip
was put out by the rough conditions, poor
upwind performance and by being slightly
overpowered.

Back again in 1995 with more experi
ence, a new boat with the same buggy
layout, a bit lighter wind and a 7.5 sq m
Peel, Philip eventually completed one full
lap. He came in just as the winner, a wind
surfer, finished three laps hotly pursued by
the cats.

In 1996 three of us started on kitesailers
with kites ranging in size from 7.5 to 10 sq m.
The wind was lighter that day. Philip Mc
Connachie was on a3.5 m catamaran kite
sailer with an 8 sq mfour-line Paua (Lynn
kite). Pete Lynn, Jr. was on an outrigger style
trimaran kitesailer and I was on a 3.5 m
catamaran kitesailer with almost surfboard
like hulls.

All of us easily made the top mark. Our
upwind elapsed times were double that of
the top windsurfers and cats, our down
wind times were under half that of the next
fastest craft and our overall times around the
course were 1Yz times that of the winner
(because of spending far more time sailing
upwind than downwind). So now we are
half as fast as the competition upwind and
twice as fast downwind; progress indeed!

These speeds would have beaten any
windsurfer in the world 10 years ago. This
was the good news. The bad news was that
Philip and Pete Jr. never made it around a
mark set in the huge wind-shadow of a
forested island on the way back up from
the bottom mark (even the yachtsmen could
be heard cursing this shadow) and Philip
with SO m lines just had no chance. I had
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80 m lines and the benefit of watching Pete
and Philip crash first. They had a total of
about eight crashes there with much pad
dling back to shore and relaunching over
about 1Yz hours. I had a total of five relaunch
es during the race (though two of those
were before I even crossed the start line).
These relaunches cost me a total of just over
an hour. I finished in 4 hours 5 minutes elap
sed time. The winner was a Hobie leading a
windsurfer and another cat by about 1Yz
minutes to complete in 2 hours 10 minutes.

So what did we learn?

• The four-line kite
was far superior because it
didn't collapse and
Philip's fight with the
island was about having
no wind there at all. He
experienced no other
problems with the kite,
whereas Pete and I for all
our experience did lose
our kites about once per
hour on average during
these racing conditions.

• The big gains over
1995 came from hydro
dynamic improvements.
Unfortunately, there's no

real chance for significant further hydro
dynamic gains as the boats we are now
using are highly developed. Worse still, we
benefited from a breakthrough hydrody
namic trick which, when applied to other
sailboats, will improve their performance,
and put us back a notch in relative terms.

• The LID (lift-to-drag ratio) of the kites
is the problem. We sometimes attain linelkite
system LID of over five but our sailboat
competitors manage sail LIDs of nine or
more. We have no chance of footing it with
conventional sailcraft on upwind courses

until we can get kite LIDs of nine or so as
well. Unfortunately, there is what amounts
to a sort of natural block for us. This is to be
the subject of a separate article; suffice it to
say that it is no accident that all styles of
practical traction kites, be they hard, soft,
two-line or four-line, have topped out at
usable LIDs of not much above five.

I believe our relative performance would
have slipped a bit in stronger wind as wind
surfers' downwind performances improve
rapidly when winds exceed 9 m/s or so. In
very light wind (drifters) our relative per
formance would also slip drastically as wind
surfers can "pump" and "A" cats get very
fast in the light winds.

Kite collapses and our lack of water
launching ability don't worry us too much.
Both Kiteski and Wipicat have useable kite
relaunching systems and we can develop
such a facility when we need to, which will
not be until I can find an answer (if there is
one!) to the major problem of kite LID. I just
won't invest the time in developing a
relaunching system until I know what our
kites are finally going to look like (different
systems suit different kites).

I wish I wasn't committed to so many fes
tivals (more than 25, I think, in 1996) so I
could have more time for kitesailing! \1

$15.90 + S & H
Quantity discounts available

THE BLAND COMPANY
4265 Corporate Dr.

Mt. PLeasant, MI 48858

• 6 to 8 colors avallable
• Call for current stock colors

• Up to 4 colors per box of 100 bags

I

30-GaLLon Colored
Trash Bags

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II 1-800-527-7189 I
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We'd like to show you our stripes
..... \'" ..- The makhers

l
of t~e SPEED L1~IT introduc.e

~ new tec no ogy In a low Wind sport kite.

~
Featuring a cambered sail design, our
exclusive active keel, and a shimmering
19 panel sail of ICAREX ™ polyester and
Trilon laminate on a G-Force™ frame.

S 1t lEIIPES Super smooth, incredibly precise. See for
~ yourself how good you look in stripesl

aerodrone
....~ t'nr\DT ... VITr:~

208 Klondike Road, Charlestown, RI. 02813 Phone/Fax (401) 322-0625
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·Guildworks FlightStlldio
300 Cummings CeBter 234C
Beverly,MA 01915 U.s.A.
ph 5089214069 tax 5089212919
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Purveyor of High Quality
High Perfonnance Sport Kites

and Accessories
Power and Traction Kiting Specialist

Kite Buggies
Custom Aluminum

Buggy Wheels

ako Buggv
Ne6ked Kichi

3" x 11" Bumper Sticker $2.00 ppd
Call/write/e-mail/fax for catalog

Cornpetetive prices

tt1;nd tt1;~a,d
P.O. Box 7304, Ventura CA 93006

(805) 659-5769 voice and fax
e-mail windwiz@west.net

http://www.west.net/~windwiz

KTA member AKA member-merchant



~JEW & GRAND!
1~ kite pin to
celebrate the 20th
anniversary of
Kite Lines!

Identifies you with
the chronicle of kit-

ing's contemporary history. Super gift for a
kite friend. A handsome }%" cloisonne pin in
striking gold and black only.
Very limited edition. each $7.00

2 for $13.00
plus shipping $1.00 per order

Kite Lines New
LIFETIME SUBSCRIBERS

BIG LIFfERS:
Anonymous Singapore

Jon & Karen Burkhardt / Potomac, MD
Robert T. Eskridge / Coconut Grove, FL

STEADY FLIERS:
Winslow Colwell / Mill Valley, CA

In appreciation for our new Lifetime
Subscribers, we publish their names

here in every issue or as appropriate to
their subscription category.

~a:ti.nuwYears of Kite Lines!
In March of 1997, your magazine will be 20 years old.

To our knowledge, we have been publishing longer
than any kite journal in history.

Every reader and flier can be proud that their passion

has been part of the legacy and credibility uniquely

nurtured by Kite Lines and now enjoyed

by kitefliers everywhere.
For this we can only thank you, our readers.

But certainly a special thanks is due to

our Lifetime Subscribers, early and recent, who have

contributed so importantly to our sustenance.
We list their names with pride and gratitude.

~.-

Kite Lines Early
LIFETIME
SUBSCRIBERS

Anonymous
'Gregory A. Apkarian
'Joseph Arena
·John C. Armanino
Guy D. Aydlett
Clifford Bantel
Charles Bernstein
·Dr. Myron Bernstein
Louis Bigge
William R. Bigge
Bevan & Margo Brown
Wyatt Brummitt
Kenneth Bryan
]. H. Bugg
John F. Carroll
David M. Cheekley
Dr. Floyd Cornelison, Jr.
Elliott N. Couden
Thomas E. Cowls
Anneke Davis
Thomas & Jean Dietz
Angela Dittmar
Sr. Mary Ann Lenore Eifert
Wood & Virginia Ellis
Douglas Allan Fales
Dale Fleener
John D. Forbes
Paul Edward Garber
Pat York Gilgallon
Paul Scott Gilgallon
Aylene D. Goddard
Edwin L. Grauel
Pat Hammond
Hugh A. Harrison
AI & Betty Hartig
John V. Hastings, III
Eugene Hester
Robert Hieronimus
Gary]. Hinze
'Henry H. Howard
A. Pete Ianuzzi
Robert & Hazel Ingraham
Domina C. Jalbert
Tony Johnston
'William J. Jones
'Mrs. David Jue
Ben Kim
Nat Kobitz

Bill Kocher
Theodore T. Kuklinski
Peter Lynn
Theodore L. Manekin
Oswald S. Markham
Curtis Marshall
Carol Master
Robert McCort
Lt. Col. Joseph O'Bryan
William G. B. Ochse
Robert S. Price
John D. Reed
Raymond Reel
Francis M. Rogallo
Carol Rogallo Sparks
William A. Rutiser
Toby Schlick
Dr. John H. Seipel
Gordon Shute
Charles R. Siple
Robert S. Smith
Charles A. Sotich
Bernard A. Spalding
Tal Streeter
H. J. (Hod) Taylor
William E. Temple
Alfred L. Thelin, D.D.S.
Thomas Troyer
John F. Van Gilder
Nicholas P. Van Sant
Arthur Vash
ClevelandJ. Wall
Mike Weleryk
Mike Wright
Harold Writer
Dr. Bruce Wulfsberg
WiIIYolfll
J. C. Young
Anthony Ziegler

Names in italics are deceased.

·Address unknown. Readers
who know the whereabouts
of these subscribers are asked
to notify Kite Lines.

In appreciation for those
who contributed to the
establishment of Kite Tales
and Kite Lines, we publish
their names here approxi
mately every three years.

Many loyal readers of Kite Lines have
begged us to reopen the special subscrip
tion status of Lifetime Subscriber.

After publishing the magaZine for
19+ years to an unusually high standard
while facing increasing expenses, we
think that now is the time to share the
burden-and with it share some joy.

We are making new plans for Kite Lines
that will allow us to hold onto our quality
while saving money. As anyone who's
ever done a budget knows, the choices
can be difficult and the transition even
more so. To ease us into a better pattern,
we are opening the Lifetime Subscriber
category to our readers for a limited time.

And as a way of acknowledging your
vital importance to Kite Lines, we will
print your illustrious name and home
town in these pages (unless you prefer to
remain anonymous). You can support
Kite Lines at any of several levels:

o Angels: $3,000 or more/lifetime.
Angels get a set of Kite Lines back issues
(as complete as we have), a kite made
and signed by Mel Govig, one copy of
every iEolus Press publication or prod
uct (including a contributors' pin) and
receive their Kite Lines in a lovely
Tyvek envelope by air mail for the rest
of their life or ours (whichever comes
first). And we publish your name in
every issue of Kite Lines.

o Big Lifters: $l,OOO/lifetime. Big
Lifters get a kite made and signed by Mel
Govig, one copy of every iEolus Press
publication or product (including a con-

tributor's pin) and receive their Kite Lines
in a lovely Tyvek envelope by air mail
for the rest of their life or ours (whichev
er comes first). And we publish your
name in every issue of Kite Lines.

o Strong Pullers: $300/year. Strong
Pullers get a contributor's pin and receive
their Kite Lines in a lovely Tyvek envelope
by air mail for one year, as well as a copy
of whatever we publish or produce in that
year. And we publish your name in every
issue of Kite Lines for a year.

o Steady Fliers: $100/year. Steady
Fliers get a contributor's pin and receive
their Kite Lines in a lovely Tyvek enve
lope by air mail for one year. And we
publish your name in every issue of Kite
Lines for that year.

o String Bearers: $50/year. String
Bearers get a contributor's pin and
receive their Kite Lines in a lovely Tyvek
envelope by air mail for one year. And
we publish your name in one issue of Kite
Lines as an example to the potentially
generous.

Donations of any size are welcome.
You may use your VISA or MasterCard.
Use our regular"All-ill-One Order
Form" and fill in the subscription cate
gory you have chosen.

ALL contributions will be thanked
with a personal letter.

You may, of course, support us
anonymously at any level if you prefer
that we not publish your name.
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serving the kiter's reading needs by mail
The Kite Lines Bookstore

r

I
F IT'S ABOUT KITES, the Kite Lines
Bookstore probably has it-the common,
the rare, the foreign, the domestic, the

informative, the artistic, the good-and the
bad. We carry nearly all the kite titles in
print, even ones that give us a lot of trouble to
obtain for you.

The Bookstore gives no endorsement to any

title, but we do guarantee your satisfaction
with our service. We want you to feel like
you're in your local bookstore. Pick a book.
Look it over. If it's wrong for you, you can put
it back on our shelf No problem.

Kite books often go out of print without
warning. If you want any of these, we suggest
you snap them up now!

OUT OF PRINT-LAST COPIES AVAilABLE!

The S.F. Cody Archive from Sotheby's
Auctioneers, London. Samuel

Franklin Cody was the first person
to fly in the U.K., a larger-than-life
showman, sharpshooter and kite
maker. This luxurious catalog, full
of information and photos (many
in color), lists 271 objects of desire

(kites, parts, posters, documents)
recently auctioned at Sotheby's.
Last copies exclusively from Kite

Lines include auction results as
well. Softcover, 100 pp., $34.95

From AUSTRALIA . ..

Make Mine Fly by Helen
Bushell. This 1988 edi
tion is an excellent
collection of tips, tech
niques, and hints (gath
ered since 1977) for
beginners, experts,
groups or individuals.
Includes plans for the
author's famous patent
ed Trefoil Delta, plus
several paper kites. Soft
cover, 90 pp., $24.95

-.MO~lll'ONGIKALI[l·I"£~-
_._~-_...- ....-

Kite-Folds by Beth
Matthews. This im
proved edition has
plans for 12 small
kites, easily made
from a single sheet
of paper, plus the
"Skyvelope." Clear
instructions, lovely
color photos, adden·
durn on kites in
teaching. Softcover,
36 pp., $14.95

Lawrence Hargrave research by David A.
Craddock of Australia, now in USA-printed

edition at a price break: Ravensboume
to Airborne covers Hargrave's work on
aerodynamics, gliders and kites,

including his sketches of equipment,
concepts and designs. No photos.

Softcover, 57 pp., $21.95
Construction Drawings for a Selection

ofKites, companion volume of detailed
plan drawings for a dozen moderate-size

Hargrave kites. Softcover, 25 pp., $14.95
Both books as package, $34.95.

From BELGIUM . .. From BERMUDA . .. From BRAZIL . ..

NEW! Aerial Photographs
Taken from a Kite by G. de

Beauffort and M. Dusariez,
in English. History, systems,

photos from the KAPWA
Foundation archives.

Includes a reprint of Batut's
1890 book. Softcover,

145 pp., $39.95

Bermuda Kites by Frank
Watlington. Plans for five island
kites, plus variations and hum
mers. Traditional methods and

materials (flour and water paste:
"a little cayenne pepper will

keep away the roaches"). Tips
and a little history. A charmer.

Softcover, 24 pp., $4.95

Arte de Fazer Pipas 2 (The Art of
Kitemaking 2) by Silvio Voce,

in Portuguese. How to make 10
non-Brazilian paper kites.

Softcover, 56 pp., $6.95
Arte de Fazer Pipas 1 gives plans
for 14 kites-half are Brazilian.

Softcover, 50 pp., $6.95
Both books as package, $12.95

From CANADA . ..

Kite Crazy (the book) by Carol Tho
mas. Accompanies the video. Plans
for fighters, dual- and quad-liners.
Reliable text, black-and-white draw
ings. Softcover, 176 pp., $25.95
Kite Crazy (the Video) by SOMA
Film & Video, Canada. Famous
kiters teach how to make and fly 1·,
2- and 4-line kites. Good clear
instructions and lovely footage,
VHS format, 102 min., $34.95
Special book/video package $57.95

Fishing for
Angels: The
Magic ofKites by
David Evans.
Avery pretty,
colorful book.
Great kite lore
and flying tips
(just avoid the
kite plans).
Softcover,
63 pp., $12.95

CANADA continued. .. From CHINA ... From ENGLAND . ..

A Beginner's Guide to Flying Indian Fighter Kites by
Shirley Turpin. A well-compressed compendium
of good advice gleaned from Stafford Wallace,
British flier of Indian fighters. Discusses basic
principles of fighter flying, line selection and
handling, tuning, bridling, launching, changing
direction, care, repairs, problem-solving. Simple
but adequate black-and-white drawings.
Softcover, 18 pp., $4.95

Chinese Artistic Kites by Ha
Kuiming and Ha Yiqi. The
celebrated kites of the Ha
family of Beijing. History,
structure, decoration, flight.
Over 80 kites in richly print
ed color. Good English trans
lation. Limited supplies. Soft
cover, 160 pp., $16.95

Go Fly a Kite: The
Kite Builder's Manual
by John Boxtel.
Novel plans; pleas
ing draWings, but
lacking dimensions.
Old-fashioned tech
niques. Softcover,
80 pp., $12.95

GO FLY A KITE
I

ENGLAND continued . ..
Mark Cottrell's books are homely and self-published, with plans

that may call for a magnifying glass-but they are also some of the
most honest, en tertaining and useful in print:

Kite Aerial Photography. Three kite plans and a system to compare
trade-offs among features in a rig. Source lists.

Softcover, 44 pp., $10.95
Swept Wing Stunt Kites. Analysis of stunt design elements;

four plans. Softcover, 43 pp., $11.95
The Kite Store Book ofKites. 10 plans for original Cottrell kites plus

philosophy and a 5.25" disk for computer design.
Softcover, 48 pp., $13.95

Box Kites Making and Flying
by Dr. Bill Cochrane. Plans for 17

types of box kites, from basic
designs to Hargrave, Conyne and
tetrahedral types plus three Cody

styles. A little history and
aerodynamics but out-of-date

building methods. Color photos
in an attractive layout.

Scanty appendixes.
Hardcover, 96 pp., $34.95



The KiteLines Bookstore . .. Continued

ENGLAND continued. .. From FRANCE . ..

Kite Cookery by
Don Dunford.
Plans for four kites,
with building
methods. Includes
Dunford's idiosyn
cratic aerodynam
ics. Softcover,
47 pp., $4.95

Kites: A Practical Handbook by Ron Moulton
and Pat Lloyd. A solid pack of information in
slight disorder. Excellent drawings of 25-plus
kites, including such English examples as the
Hewitt Flexkite, the Chapman Navy Dove, the
Pearson Roller and the Benson Scorcher 2.
Fine sections on sport kites and parachuting
teddy bears. Outdated appendixes; some color
photos. Softcover, 255 pp., $27.95

NEWtPhotographie Aerienne Avec
Cerf- Volant: (Kite Aerial Phorography:
How Is It Done?) by Christian Becot, in
French. Some tested, practical meth
ods of kite aerial photography are
described and compared. Includes
drawings of systems and. details (no
kite plans) and bibliography. Limited
supplies. Softcover, 52 pp., $16.95

From GERMANY . ..

Skywork II Experience
by Christine Schertel,
in German. New vol
ume following origi-

nal Skywork Experience.
Plans for 12 original,
tested designs: nine

stunters and three
cellular kites, includ
ing a Hargrave, Cody

and the "Revolver."
Attractive paintings instead of photo

graphs. Softcover, 52 pp., $19.95

GERMANY continued. ..

Books by Werner Backes, in German, compact and reliable, have good
ideas, instructions, color photographs and drawings:

Drachen bauen (Kitemaking).This well-rounded volume contains 35 kite
plans plus numerous accessories and tips. Excellent, detailed drawings

and fine photos throughout. Softcover, 128 pp., $18.95
Drachen aus aller Welt (Kites from Everywhere). A 40-kite international

sampler, including the Cloud Seeker, Cody, tetrahedral, rhombus and
multicell boxes, parafoil, Roloplan and rokkaku. Also plans for trains,

reels, aerial photography. Softcover, 128 pp., $19.95
Neue drachen zum Nachbauen (New Kites to Replicate). Plans for 20 kites

(including a diamond stunter) from available materials plus techniques
and accessories. Good for workshops. Softcover, 128 pp., $7.95

Leistungsstarke Lenkdrachen zum Nachbauen (High
Performance Stunt Kites to Make) by Peter Rieleit, in
German. Plans for 12 original dual-liners (six deltas,
three foils and three figure kites, including Superfly,
banana, pteranodon). A stimulating, motivating,
creative work. Includes fine charts plus tips on
materials, sewing, knots and flying. Softcover, 96
pp., plus full-size fold-out airfoil pattern, $24.95

. .. und sie Fliegen Heute Noch -Geschichte und
Geschichten urn den Drachen (and They Still Fly
Today-History and Tales about Kites) collected by
Hans Snoek, in German. Poems, songs, tales, draw
ings, photos, plans from early days of Western
kiting. Hardcover, 156 pp., $34.95 Band II (Vol. II),
in German. Another fascinating scrapbook of kite
lore. Hardcover, 156 pp., $34.95

-4?;;;;;=;;~
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GERMANY continued. ..

Drachen mit Geschichte (Kites with
History) by Walter Diem and
Werner Schmidt, in German.
Extensively researched, faithfully
reproduced models from our rich
kiting history. Brogden, Gomes,
Grund, Hargrave, Kuznetzov,
Lamson, Lecomu, Sauls, others.
Detailed plan draWings and won
derful historic photos.
Hardcover, 160 pp., $29.95

From ITALY. ..

Aquiloni (Kites) by Guido
Accascina, in Italian. A reli
able mini encyclopedia,
with kites' in "family" group
ings. Includes theory, tech
niques, sources, history,
plans. Good printing includ
ing some color. Latest edi
tion in standard pocketbook
format. Softcover, 256 pp.,
now $16.95

Aquiloni Acrobatid (Acrobatic
Kites) by Cristina Sanvito
and Giancarlo Galli, in
Italian. The first Italian
stunt kite book, a practical
manual covering the basics
and more. Graphics and

drawings are neat and clear. Gives a brief history, safety tips,
basic-to-advanced techniques and maneuvers plus a book
list and valuable glossario translating standard English terms
into Italian. Softcover, 141 pp., $19.95

From JAPAN . ..

Tezukuri Omoshiro Dako
Nyumon (A Primer ofInteresting

Handmade Kites)
by Eiji Ohashi, in Japanese.
Both traditional Asian and

modem kites are among these
easy-to-make figure and box

kites as well as Ohashi's
famous arch train. Color pho

tos, drawings, full details.
Softcover, 100 pp., $29.95

NETHERLANDS continued. ..

From The NETHERLANDS . ..

Two stunt kite books by Servaas van der Horst and Nop Velthuizen, in English,
CO\'er all aspects of the sport in up-to-date high-tech style.

Well organized and printed, the books contain excellent
dra\\ings and photos, including some in color:

ShUlt Kites to Make and Fly. The first book includes clear plans for
10 stunters, some with novel touches. Softcover, 96 pp., $21.95

ShUlt Kites II: Nell'Designs, Buggies and Boats. Plans for 8 kites
plus advice on how to design your own. Emphasizes "power"

kites, has plans for a buggy. Softcover, 96 pp., $22.95
EW! Companion diskette 2.0 for IBM-compatibles, prints out

templates of S.K.IIplans; also simulates stunt maneuvers, $19.95

From SWITZERLAND . ..
Kleine Papieren Vliegers
(Small Paper Kites) by Harm
van Veen, in Dutch. A very
original, colorful little book
with clear and detailed
plans for 10 artful minia
tures plus a tiny reel.
Complete techniques, even
splitting bamboo. Softcover,
32 pp., $11.95

...,. -
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Drachenreise (Kite Journey) by Ruedi
Epple-Gass, in German. Interesting
black-and-white book. Countries
\"isited and researched include Tur
key, Vietnam, Dominican Republic,
spots in the South Pacific, Latin
America, Europe. Political overtones.
A few drawings of biodegradable kites
of these countries, plus poems and
flying tips. Softcover, 125 pp., $42.95

Drachen: Spiele mit del11 Wind
(Kites: Playing with the Wind) by
Rainer Neuner, in German.
Attractive introductory book
with many color photos. Plans
for eight kites (including numer
ous genki variants) and five wind
toys. Selections geared to light
winds. Minimal appendixes.
Hardcover, 131 pp., $39.95



NEW! Drachen Foun
dation exhibit catalogs
by Benjamin Ruhe and
Ali Fujino. Kite person
alities in focus, attrac
tively packaged. World
on a String, 13 kiters.
Softcover, 31 pp., $5.00
1991 Kite Pin Invitational,
24 kiters. Softcover, 53
pp., $5.00...Both books
as package, $9.00

TIle Compleat Rokkaku Kite
Chronicles & Training
Manual. Everything about
the rokkaku challenges
since the start in 1983. In
cludes reprinted historic
material from Kite Lines,
plus three detailed plans
for making the rokkaku
(by Mel Govig and
Lincoin Chang) using
modern materials. Appen
dix with resources.
Softcover, 20 pages, $6.95

Art That Flies by
Tal Streeter and

Pamela Houk. An
attractive anthol

ogy of unusual
kites and ideas

from a 1990
Dayton (Ohio)

Art Institute
exhibit, featuring

works by three
noted artists. No plans. Limited

supplies. Softcover, 139 pp., $15.95

NOW in softcover! Making &
Flying Stunt Kites & One-Liners

by Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig,
in English. A wide-ranging and

up-to-date book emphasizing
creativity. Superb technical

draWings in color for six stun
ters and three single-liners

designed by the author. A few
oddities in the translation.
Hardcover, 80 pp., $19.95

New softcover, 80 pp., $12.95

Books by Jim Rowlands have a few color photos within otherwise
black-and-white pages of text and line drawings:
Soft Kites and Windsocks. Same as British Kites and Windsocks. The
best and most popular work from Rowlands. Plans for 11 kites
(including whale, frog, parafoil and Flow Form), five windsocks,
five drogues and two bags. Softcover, 104 pp., $14.95
The Big Book ofKites. Same as British Making and Flying Modern
Kites. Plans for 36 kites all on the simple side, plus materials and
techniques. Softcover, 127 pp., $14.95
One-Hour Kites. Same as British Kites to Make and Fly. Plans for 25
kites including Facet and stunters. Softcover, 95 pp., $14.95

Books by David Gomberg are "home
made," lacking photos, but useful:
NEW! Sport Kite Magic! Gomberg's

best book yet is dearly written, cov
ering the newer "tricks" and indoor

flying. Softcover, 126 pp., $13.95
Stunt Kites! Thorough coverage of the
basics plus advice from 20 top fliers.
No plans. Softcover, 88 pp., $11.95

The Fighter Kite Book! Good informa-
tion plus plans for a basic fighter and
rules for contests. Beware draWings of

bridles. Softcover, 74 pp., $8.95

Super Kites III by Neil
Thorburn. Many

designs for delta-sled
box inventions. Tested,

creative techniques
using available materi
als (mostly plastic bags

and wooden dowels).
Some color photos

brighten this "com
pletely handmade"

book. Softcover,
123 pp., $8.95

Kites: An Historical
Survey by Clive Hart.
Revised, second edition
(1982). Invaluable
reference work with
many black-and-white
illustrations and pho
tographs. Has the most
extensive kite bibliog
raphy in print. No
plans. Softcover,
210 pp., $15.95

Buggies, Boats & Peels:
State ofthe .:Jrt Kite
Traction by Peter Lynn.
How to get started in
kite buggying and kite
sailing. History, theory,
how to "reach" (travel
upwind) for top speed,
how and when to turn,
racing tactics, kite selec
tion, buggy mainte

nance. Boat traction treated with similar thor
oughness. Complete data on the Peter Lynn
Peel. Second edition, softcover, 12 pages, $6.95

Kiteworks by Maxwell Eden. Re
vised edition. Hefty book with

50 kite plans (such as Yakko
Stakk, Kaleidakite, Tri-D Box,

Pterosaur) with detailed draw
ings based on material provid

ed by respected designers. Sew
ing, aerodynamics, accessories

and (un)related stories. Kite
paintings, a few photos.
Appendixes and index.

Softcover, 287 pp., $19.95

Kite Precision by Ron
Reich. A celebrated

stunt flier teaches
you the Revolution,

the Flexifoil, the
basics of team flying

and choreography.
Friendly tone and

touches of humor.
Self-published, with

lots of low-grade
photos. Softcover,

182 pp., $14.95

The Usborne Book of
Kites by Susan

Mayes. Cute, color
ful collection for

kids. Six easy kites,
with clear, fully

illustrated step-by-
step instructions.

Good introduction
to materials, wind
and flying. Many
tips. Softcover, 32

pp., $5.95

I _
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25 Kites that Fly
by Leslie Hunt.
Reprint of the
1929 original.
Good old-fash
ioned kites
(shield, ele
phant, yacht,
etc.) using paper
and wood. Hunt

was a kitemaker for the U.S.
Weather Bureau. Historical
data and photographs.
Softcover, 110 pp., $3.95

Kite books by Wayne
Hosking are uneven in style:
Kites. laVishly printed,
colorful kites. Good
research on Asian kites.
Makers unidentified. Soft
cover, 120 pp., $15.95
Kites to Touch the Sky. A
homemade black/white
book of 32 plans for basic
plastic kites. No photos.
Softcover, 96 pp., $9.95

Books by Margaret Greger are ideal
for beginner, expert or classroom:
Kites for Everyone. Many well-selected
kite plans shown in plain, straight
forward style with variations and
accessories. Second edition.
Softcover, 136 pp., $12.95
More Kites for Everyone. Some old
kites, some new kites, plus more tips.
Plans for 17 kites, from simple to
complex. Softcover, 59 pp., $9.95

From The UNITED STATES . ..
NEW! The Tao ofKiteflying:

The Dynamics ofTethered Flight,
by Harm van Veen, in English.

Tough questions about how
kites fly are tackled by one of

Holland's most respected
kiters. Clear writing and dia

grams explain stability, scaling,
the subtlety of the fighter kite
and how to make two simple

kites. Charming cartoons.
Softcover, 56 pp., $12.95

The Kite Lines Bookstore . .. Continued

Make Your Own Kite
(new kites) by John

W. Jordan. Plans for
nine original kites

using unusual mate
rials such as plastic

foam. Clear and
amusing reading

from a genuine
enthusiast. Black

and-white photos.
Sofrcover edition out ofprint. Limited sup-

ply ofhardcover edition, 90 pp., $14.95

Ski the Beach by
Stan Rogers. All
you need to
know about
sand skiing
with kites. The
only book on

.t.::: this topic.
Safety concerns
are explained

throughout. Loads of charts.
Scads of black-and-white photos.
Homemade layout and drawings.
Softcover, 100 pp., $13.95



KITE TALES
$2.50 each postpaid
$85 entire set postpaid
The complete set of Kite Tales (the origi
nal AKA journal) on microfiche, all 40
issues from Oct. 1964 to Nov. 1976.
Kite plans, news and historic material
a must for researchers or libraries.

The original KITE LINES PIN
Last available, 1M" cloisonne in blue/blue or
red/black with gold edges. 56.00 each,

2 for $11.00 + shipping $1.00 per order

superb video of
fighter kites!
THE KNIGHTS
OF TIlE MANjHA
$34.95
plus $3.00 shipping

The impassioned kiteflying of Asia has been spreading
through the West. And the Manjha Club International
has produced this colorful professional film showing the
fantastic skills of India, Indonesia, japan, Korea and
Malaysia as practiced in Europe. Great variety of action,
good explanations of techniques, exciting interviews
with leading fliers. Mostly French with full English subti
tles. A delightful 26-minutes on VHS videotape cassette.

Hampton's
best-yet poster
shows 62 of
the world's
most colorful
and inventive
kites, mostly
as seen in

1992 and 1993 at Long Beach, Washington. Printed on
heavy, high-quality paper 22" x 16" in size, this poster
comes with a map so you can identify every kitemaker.
Exclusively by mail in the U.S. from Kite Lines. Framable,
great to display-makes a super gift.

Now you can have itALL~nMICROFILM!

KITE LINES
53.00 each postpaid
585 entire set postpaid
Here it is, the entire, coveted collec
tion, all 45 back issues of Kite Lines
published over the past 19 years,
available in a neat, compact library
on microfiche. When copies sell out,
a microfiche version is offered imme

diately, so new enthusiasts can take a crash course in kit
ing with this treasure chest of valuable information!

Scott Hampton's INTERNATIONAL
KITE POSTER

__---------:::~_:l 520.00 plus

$5.00 shipping
in a strong tube

WINTER-SPRING 1995 (Vol. 11, No.2)
Dieppe; Hargrave commemoration; Stock
holm event; spar study; new buggies; Streeter
on Hiroshima; Shannon's cicada fighter;
Alex Mason; Roger Maddy; SG: Scott Skinner.

FALL 1994 (Vol. 11, No.1)
Shirone's great museum; Korean fighters and
who's who; Art & Ideas of joan Montcada;
the Thailand International; aerial photogra
pher George Lawrence; SG: jimmy Sampson.

SUMMER-FALL 1993 (Vol. 10, No.2)
Adrenaline tour of India; Istvan Bod6czky's
asymmetry; Crowell's Cross Deck; Sac City,
Iowa festival classic; kites at the Pyramids;
power on ice; SG: Tony Wolfenden.

BACK ISSUES of KITE LINES

Copies: $4.50 each + $1.00 each shipping
4 or more copies: $4.50 each, free shipping

SPRING-SUMMER 1994 (Vol. 10, No.4)
Kite Sailing; South America: Colombia &

Brazil; buggy events + Scoot Buggy & Wheels
of Doom plans; Kevin Shannon delta; Austra
lia's Bondi Beach festival; SG: Reza Ragheb.

WINTER 1993 (Vol. 10, No.3)
North Sea events (Terschelling, Fano, Sche
veningen); Kite Camp Caravan; Rendez-Vous
Mondial, Canada; AKA at Seaside; Sheragy's
butterflies; SG: Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig.

WINTER-SPRING 1996 (Vol. 11, No.4)
Kites of epaI; Mallorca Roundtable; Skiting
the Greenland Ice Cap; Kite Patents by Ed
Grauel; Diisseldorf, Peter Rieleit; Stan Rogers;
Gomberg on Fano; SG: Tom McAlister.

Ostia; the Arch Ribbon-historic notes, tips;
Kites Over Niagara Falls; Handling Tangles;
lanuzzi's Featherlight; SG: Kim Petersen.

WINTER 1992-93 (Vol. 9, No.4)

Kite Power by Nop Velthuizen, with traction
chronology; Fighter Kite Survey; Dieppe; the
GX-3 by Graves & Atkins; spray-painting
nylon; SG: Ron & Sandra Gibian.

SPRING 1993 (Vol. 10, No.1)
Soul-Lifting Kites of Guatemala; Javanese
Festival; Ed Alden's Family of Fighter Kites;

celeb rokkakus; travel tips; Rameaux aerials;
quad-line Propeller; jorgen Moller Hansen.

SUMMER-FALL 1995 (Vol. 11, No.3)
Great Festivals: New Zealand, Cura\=ao, Israel,
Italy, Canada; kite artist Steve Brockett; The
Smithsonian; Playsail & Windbow by George
Peters; What Is a Kite?; SG: Pierre Fabre.

WINTER 1990-91 (Vol. 8, No.2)
European Spectacular: Dieppe, Montpellier,
Bristol, Berlin; Stunt Kite Survey; D'Alto on
Whitehead (1901); Largest Eddy record; but
terfly plans; power flight on suspended wire.

SUMMER 1990 (Vol. 8, No.1)
Festivals in New Zealand, Berlin, Washing
ton (England) and Australia; Parachute
Stunter plans; Peter Lynn's Future Tech;
Bobby Stanfield Climbs the Stone Mountain.

WINTER 1989-90 (Vol. 7, No.4)

China by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison;
Sloboda on Dyeing Ripstop; Bill Green, in
ventor of the Delta; Modifying a Parachute;
Stunting a Flow Form; Nishibayashi's Bat.

FALL 1992 (Vol. 9, No.3)
Castiglione (Italy) + Le Touquet, Barcelona,

SPRING 1991 (Vol. 8, No.3)
Whistling Kites of Nantong, China by Tal
Streeter; Gomberg's Kite Pin Confessions;
Quick & Easy Angle Estimating; Wind Shot
stunter plans; record for Longest Kite.

WINTER 1991-92 (Vol. 9, No.1)
Gubbio (Italy) is GaGa; The Sprint stunter
contest in Italy; Richard Synergy in Poland;
Tucker's Painless Parafoil plans; Sloboda on
Painting Ripstop; SG: Roberto Guidori.

SPRING-SUMMER 1992 (Vol. 9, No.2)
Andre Cassagnes, father of French kiting;
Worldclass Thailand; Natural Fibers Festival;
Bill Tyrrell flies high at Christmas Island;
Stunter Survey; Heart kite; SG: George Pete,r~

BACK ISSUES of Kite Lines offer a wealth
of information and ideas: plans, tips,

techniques (for both single- and multiline
fliers), personalities, world records, festivals,
reviews-an essential living history of
today's kiting, saturated with inspiring sto

ries and designs.
No wonder back issues of Kite Lines are

aVidly collected by so many enthusiasts. You
can start now with the 16 issues available
while supplies last in originai paper form:

SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vol. 8, No.4)
Pierre Fabre in japan; Kinnaird's Rokkaku
Strategies; Bill Kocher's Obtuse Tetra; Hunt
ington Beach Scandal; Wildwood at its Best;
Jalbert obituary; Sky Gallery: Peter Malinski.



Fly the.. . Prowler & Tuxedo Prowler
The Prowler is in your neighborhood with a
unique 3 dimensional sail configuration and...

• Large Sail Area In Compact Body
• Unmatched Stability
• Quad Handles Supplied

Cosmic Kites . San Diego, CA • (619) 277-2067 • FAX 277-7324
New FAX & Voice Mail:

208.336.2783

HU{;.£ INV£NTOfl.Y OF TH£ WOfl./.-D·S
FIN£ST STUNT f(IT£S. S/N{;.L£- LlN£

f(IT£S AND f\C.C.£SSOfl.I£S. WID£
COLOfl. S£L£CT/ONS. FAST. F/Z,/£NDLY

AND P£fl.SONALlZ£O S£fl.VIC£.

N EXTTHEE N T E R

"Everything to build a kite."
Ripstop Nylon, 1/2, 3/4, 1.5 Vinyl end caps Plastic Dihedrals
Ripstop Polyester, 1/2 & 3/4 Snaps &Swivels Fiberglass/alum.couplings
Avia spars & rods Sleeving Kits Thread & Seamstick
SkyShark spars & fittings Vinyl tails Kite Books
Dacron strips or sheets Dacron Line Kite Kits
Orcon ultralight films Custom Spectra line Halo Spools
Trilon ripstop film Bridle &Sleeving line Decorative thread
Dacron adhesive sheets Vinyl tubing, all types Smokers
Seam tape for "non-sewn" kites Reinforced tubing Tyvek
Tapered wrapped carbon tubes Semi-rigid tubing Banner poles
Fiberglass tubes and rods Split rings Kevlar webbing
Handle strap webbing Shock Cord Ripstop repair tapes
Fine mesh screening Converter sleeves Ripstop tails
D rings for straps Arrow nocks & inserts All types of hardware
Pultruded carbon tubes & rods Tensioners Eyelet tools & eyelets
Carbon whiskers Nylon Webbing Dual spools
Fiberglass whiskers Sail threads Stunt Kite fittings
Kids paper kites & line Pro*Spar carbon tubes Scissors
Heavy Duty Night Lights Hot cutting tools Heatshrink tubing

1.- --- --
~'ia, j'd.C. &. Discmer

Call for our Retail, Fittings, Rubber Stamp, Kits &Decorative Thread Catalogs.

:Jiang-em :Jiigli !Fa6rics
1420 ty'a[e 5'l.ve. t\/Ionday-Friday, lOam-lOpm

2(icfimon~ Va. 23224 Phone/Fax:(804)233-6155
tommarvi n@aol.com

FREE CATAlOIJ
fr813-846-0483

8100 CEDAR CREEK DR.
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34653

adkites@aol.com (email orders and product infonnation)
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IN THE WIND

News, Rumors 6- Miscellany

"""""""

The film is being described as no
less than "a thorough exploration
and documentation of the history,
art and culture of kites" and will
cover nearly the entire world of kite
flying in four half-hour segments.

Japanese television crew
filmed. From Denmark,
Thorsten Schacht, Herman
Woldsgaard-Iversen and Hans
Faerch Jensen flew their kite
whimsies. Firsts for American
audiences were the unusual
kites ofjan and Wilma Fischer
of The Netherlands and the
very "engineered" kites of
Oliviero Olivieri of Italy. Tony
Wolfenden of Australia filled

Kiters are invited to offer info
and suggestions. Call Ronnie Veer
kamp of Windward Media (the com
pany name is an accidental coinci·
dence) of Lubbock and Houston,
Texas, 800-788-0884. V'

MG
the sky constantly with his trompe
l'oeil art. Michel Gressier of France
flew his majestic BoIs.

From New Jersey, Jeanne and
Ray Merry brought the complete
Cobra Kites' arsenal, including
their "artist series" of Flexifoils. Sue
Taft and Lee Sedgwick of Pennsyl
vania exhibited their stunt kite ex
pertise. Randy Tom of California
flew his bevy of arch ribbons.

There were two pleasant sur
prises for me at Miami. The first
was Linda Johnston Murosako of
Seattle. Her kites had been made
to hang on walls more than in the
sky. I was surprised by the flying
success of her art!

The second surprise was the
presence of several Caribbean kite
fliers, from Jamaica, Haiti, Puerto
Rico and Tobago. I discovered that
within a few blocks of South Beach
every Caribbean nation is repre
sented and all have their kite tra
ditions, essentially the same: small
paper kites with long tails to con

quer the trade winds, mostly six-sided, mostly with a
bowed head-stick, mostly with a hummer or "bull
roarer." Mostly beautiful.

When asked, neither of the Miami promoters seemed
to be aware of this tradition. Maybe next year?

-Mel Covig

with reports from Cheryl Cleckner

[}The MBKSIH
invites children to
play with a new
caterpillar ground
toy by Peter Lynn
of New Zealand.

A fine
Caribbean
kite at the
MBKSIH, a paper
butterfly based
on the classic
regional
hexagon.

MG
Linda John

ston Murosako at
the MBKSIH
brings fresh per
sonal style to her
kites using tradi
tional paper and
bamboo.

The MBIKF in full
swing enjoys "line
laundry" by Larry and
Cheryl Gleckner and
Bob Anderson's
"baskets" further
down the beach.

~,.. WO WEEKS, TWO
lJ KITE EVENTS, ONE
BEACH. Through a pro
gression of misunderstand
ings, mistrust and miscues,
the Sixth Annual Miami
Beach International Kite Fes
tival (a Mike Simmons effort)
and the First Annual Miami
Beach Kite Show-It's Hot!
(organized by Rick and Linda
Gelinas) took place on suc
cessive weekends in mid-April
along the glitzy art-<leco prom
enade of South Beach.

Amazingly, both events
went off well and enjoyed
excellent weather.

The MBIKF featured the
kites of Stretch Tucker of
Florida, Cheryl and Larry Gleckner of PennsylVania, Tom
Casselman of Rhode Island, the huge spinners of Bob
Anderson of California and other air displays.

The MBKSIH drew big sponsors, an impressive array
of 13 intemational guests plus many U.S. luminaries.

South Beach is a near-ideal field for kiteflying, with
room enough and variety of sur
face enough for flying almost any
thing. There are plenty of specta
tors, though some of them seem a
bit self-absorbed.

The MBKSIH was put together
in only six months' time. The field
marshals, Suzanne and Bill Edison
of Connecticut, were helped by a
small army of volunteers from the
a locally benefitting program called
Kids 'n Cops 'n Kites as well as
AKA members. Almost nothing
was wanting in field arrangements.
The guests were put up at a hotel
right at the beach.

Among the hardest workers was
Linda Brinson who, assisted by the
visiting guests, ran kite workshops
throughout the area the week
before the festival and at the beach.
Added fun fell from the sky: candy drops by Michael
Alvares of Australia and Katsutaka Murooka of Japan.
Michael dropped Koala bears, too (the kids went crazy!)
In fact, all the kitefliers flew hard, demonstrating their
skills to the spectators.

The guests represented many offshoots of kiting. Mu
rooka took photos from his kite while a New York-based

kites. Serious research started 18
months ago, inspired by the Junc
tion (Texas) Kite Retreat. The whole
process-scripting, filming, editing
will take another 30 months. Price
tag? A cool half million.

Speaking of documentaries, a grant
proposal is out to the national

offices of PBS for a major film about

~o years of Smithsonian Kite
\,I Festivals were celebrated at
the 1996 event on the Mall in Wash
ington, DC. But nobody was happier
than Michael, Cecilia and Mike Gr.)
Dallmer of Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania. They had spent a half year
designing and building their dragon
kite, but it all paid off when they
walked off with six awards, pOSSibly
the largest trophy haul in the histo
ry of the Smithsonian, which plans
its awards to prevent overlapping.

Cecelia and Michael Dallmer wear
medieval garb to fly their dragon
kite. Its cleverly hinged teeth
allow for inflation from the
mouth, helping the kite to soar
strongly in the feeble winds at
the Smithsonian.

Animal rights activists were
opposed to releasing doves at

the opening of the Summer Olym
pic Games in Atlanta, Georgia this
July (previously released doves had

/fl:
flown into the
torch). What to

do? Fly dove

~
~ , kites, of course.

~~ . The commit
~ . _ .. ~ tee rang up
(,~~ '~, Jackite, the
/. . _ maker of Tyvek

'l.' birds in Virginia. Could they design,
produce and deliver 250 dove kites in
30 days? They could and they did.

You'll see these doves after the
Olympics. About 100 signed origi
nals as well as a more detailed pro
duction version will be available in
kite and nature stores.

W atch for World of Wonder, the
television documentary series

on the Discovery channel, which
will air a new video "Warrior Kites of
Hamamatsu" sometime in October.
World ofWonder draws over 1 million
viewers each time it airs.
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•a
Ttte~ pin, one of
the earll.stand still most
attractive pins.

5

A limited edition series of kites were made
from these distinctive Japanese rokkaku
pins, showing sun and carp.

Happy Eddy, from
Heinz Hasselberg of

Germany, is now avail
able in over 20 color
variations.

world champion. In the kite commu
nity we called it "pin fever." But that
was five years ago and the cloisonne
revolution was just beginning.

Today, I have more than 2500 dif
ferent pieces and so do many other
kitefliers. It's pretty scary. It's mind

numbing to encounter a familiar design at a festival and strain to
remember whether you have a light green one or the other dark
green edition back at home. Berthold Guth, an avid German col
lector, actually carries color photocopies of his collection wherever
he goes. He once tried to enter the binder in a pin contest, but
was told that only actual pins could be submitted.

Acircus tent borders the flying field in Lunen. It con
tains Germany's largest kite pin competition.

Seventeen collections and 22 exhibits are on display.
Security guards are posted to protect more than
100,000 pins. Even at a modest $5 each, the displays
are worth over half a million dollars.

An argument breaks out during the official count
to determine the largest collection. The five judges
retire to a neutral corner to consult the contest rules.

Rules? In a pin contest? Absolutely. This is serious stuff!
In the old days, pin contests would get bogged down over the

so-called Warsaw Rule: I visited Poland once and flew kites there.
This pin is from Poland. Therefore, it's a kite pin.

Sorry, but the prime directive of pin collecting is that the pin
must feature the word "kite," show a picture of a kite, or refer to

a recognized kite festival, club, team or person.
The pin must be metal and cloisonne style. No
plastic buttons, wood carvings or epoxy-coated
kite drawings. Finally, different color variations
Qr ase metals Qf the same design count as
different pins.

This last rule, more than anything else, created
a mushroom effect in pin circles. Because you
need to produce about 300 pins in order to buy
them at a reasonable price, many festivals now

;"-'--regutarly-makeLhree or four colors of the same
design. It doesn't cost any more and allows you
to entice collectors with several different pins
instead of merely selling them one. There are ver
sions of the same pin for volunteers, guests,

This mindless fascination with collecting little metal kite pins
is over, right? The days of glittering vests and five pound baseball
hats littered with cloisonne souvenirs are gone. At least that's what
some people would have you believe. But they're 'Yfong. They
know they're wrong. And they're probably just jealous because they
haven't kept their collections up.

Of course, this is the typical response of a committed pin
enthusiast like me. A more forthright response is to say that kite
pin collecting has matured.

Back in 1991, Kite Lines asked me to prepare the definitive arti
cle on cloisonne kite pins. After five years of collecting, I owned
an awe-inspiring 350 pieces and was considered the undisputed

Saturday at Rendez-Vous Mondial in ~

Verdun, Canada. Midway through the ~
rokkaku kite battle the rain comes.

"Pinwoman" Alice Hayden huddles under a
fallen rok and moves over to make room for
another flier whose kite has been cut from the air. ~

Irs Eric Curtis. "Hey!" she says. "I've been looking
for you. You have a new pin."

The rokkaku battle ends and the rain worsens. It
doesn't matter. Out there in the middle of a muddy
field, shielded by a few ounces of appliqued ripstop,
a trade is underway.

Bruce Kapsten sloshes his way up to the pair.
"Pins?" he asks. Bruce turns back into the deluge to
look for his exchange bag. Dedicated collectors can
sniff out a new pin even in a downpour.

Each year, the Rendez-Vous Mondial
festival in Verdun, Canada makes a new
pin featuring their trademark sport kite.
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The official Kite Lines contributor
pin. You have to write an article,
be a Lifetime Subscriber (or know
somebody) to get one of these.

By
David

• Gomberg

contest winners and probably even the event organizer's mother.
It's enough to make a diehard collector cry.

Gathering and keeping track of all those different colors is
part of the challenge of building a meaningful collection. David
Brittain of Colorado has 11 different colors of the
Revolution pin. Next week, he may have 12.

Some people say that this proliferation has taken some
of the fun out of the pin pursuit. It hasn't. There is still plen
ty of fun to go around.

The annual AKA Pin Challenge is in full bloom.
People circle the room with framed displays of their

10 favorite pins. Grown men argue over who has the
biggest single pin. For the costume event, women
arrive as beauty queens, superheroes and mermaids.

Pete Dolphin will be elected president later in the
week. But tonight he has a higher calling. Dressed as
a gilded knight, he struts around the room with sword
and helmet, his coat of mail created from thousands
of different pins. Vic Eshpeter follows discreefty behind
him, ready to pounce on anything that may fall loose
to the floor.

If it starts being too serious, it stops being fun.

Has the interest in kite pins
peaked? IIIIIIIII

Three years ago, AKA tried to -~
~_i.!

organize mass ascensions of differ·,i: "
ent types of kites on different days
of their convention. For example, at
noon on Tuesday, everyone was
supposed to launch a box kite. It
was a good idea, but only 10 people
showed up. Last year, I suggested we
try again, but offer a special pin to everyone who participated. You
had to fly a kite to get the pin.

We weren't sure what to expect because, as one organizer said,
"no one collects pins anymore." But the outcome awed us. On the
third day nearly 200 rokkakus were launched. We gave away
more than 600 pins and had to order extras. These mass launch
ings were one of the most amazing and joyful things I have ever
done with a kite. And they happened because people wanted
those darn pins.

Of course, the pins were free ...

The Fan" festival crowd surges forward. Finally,
the "official" pins arrive and five hapless volun

teers sell them. The faithful besiege the volunteers,
waving their money in the air. The swarm is so thick,
once you make a purchase, you can't get out. It
looks like a scene from the Chicago commodities
exchange.

Two thousand pins are gone in 45 minutes.
later we determine there are 11 "unofficial" event

pins being sold at the beach.

To be honest, the number of people seriously gathering kite pins
has diminished. The urge to own one of everything has waned
because it simply isn't possible to have one of everything.

That said, I think more kiters now own and collect at least some
pins. They specialize in festivals they attend, in a special type of
kite or just buy the ones they really like. You can't cross a kite field

anywhere without seeing their hats, vests and jackets
sparkling in the sunlight.

It is a worldwide phenomenon and swapping is still
a qUick, effective way to make friends. Besides, it's fun.

And those, my cloi
sonne- ga thering
friends, are the two
best reasons to keep
on collecting.

It is the opening ceremonies at the Japan Kite
Association convention. In the corner, a growing

mob is oblivious to the mayor's speech, the food
and even the flowing sake. A new roll of trading pins
has been unveiled.

Hats, vests and hapi coats are littered with cloi
sonne treasures. One collector is seen with his knife
out-shearing patches from his coat to offer in
exchange.

Irs madness. Cloisonne madness. \l

Can you spot the difference between these two pins
made from kites by Randy Tom of San Diego, California?
It's enough to make a collector crazy ...
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FOR THE RECORD

By Valerie Govig

Growth in Multiples
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

returned to their owners and will be used at
future events. We plan to go well over 1,000
next time!"

Indoor Records Take a Hying Leap
Although the Cuinness Book doesn't yet
include any records for indoor kiteflying,
this new branch of the sport is hitting a
growth SPUit. As is shown by three records set
in England recently and more being planned
as we go to press.

We at Kite Lines had considered six indoor
duration categories as having major interest:

1. Single-line kite, single flier
2. Single-line kite, team
3. Dual-line kite, single flier
4. Dual-line kite, team
5. Quad-line kite, single flier
6. Quad-line kite, team

The three records in England cracked cat
egories 3 and 4, then went beyond, opening
a new page, for multikiteflying indoors.

All three records were set on March 24,
1996 at the Way on High Indoor Kite
Festival, Lady Hawkins Leisure Centre, King
ton, Herefordshire. All the kites were made
by Airdynamics, England and flown in zero
Wind, unaided by fans or ducts, with all
doors closed. The fliers took no breaks, made
no touchdowns and kept moving at all times.
Several witrlesses observed. And the record
holders for kiteflying duration indoors are:
• Dual-line kite, single flier: Greg Eynon,

3 hours 0 minutes 0 seconds.
• Dual-line kite, team: Greg Eynon, Peter

Taylor, Simon Dann, James Medelin, Steve
Woolley (hand-overs between fliers in
flight), 3 hours 33 minutes 33 seconds.

• Two dual-line kites, single flier: Peter
Taylor, 18 minutes 1 second.

Previous indoor kite records of note have
been the follOWing:
• Absolute duration: 39 hours 53 min

utes set by the team of Carl Brewer, Bob
McCort and Tom Sisson on February
7-8, 1981 in the Kingdome stadium,
Seattle, Washington using an air
plane/glider kite built by Brewer.

• The first stunt kite duration record: 4
hours 4 minutes 4 seconds by David W.
Brittain on July 14, 1992 flying a
Revolution quad-line kite in the Central
Catholic High School gymnasium,
Portland, Oregon. \/

*An arch libbon train, as distinct froml71! arcl!
libbon (a long, continuous soip ofmaterial) or
an arch train (a kite o'ain with through-the
kite line, reversible dihedral ana anchorage at
each end) is a string ofkites with spines only ana
a continuous cord for cross-sparring, flown
shoulder-to-shoulder in the same plane lateral
ly-like an arch !ibbon with gaps, but having the
effect in the air ofa conventional o·ain.

Most in an Arch Ribbon Train*
Nobody had claimed it so Gary Lyons of
Adelaide, Australia joined forces with Tony
Wolfenden and Bruce Hawdon at the Sema
phore Flight Fest, March 9-10, 1996 in
Adelaide, to fly 870 kites in arches.

Note the plural. It would be very difficult
to fly 875 kites in a single arch--even in sev
eral arches it's no piece of cake. But it was cer
tainlya "major spectacle," as Lyons called it.
His real agenda was not to set a record but
to draw crowds to festivals.

It worked. The kites flew all day March 9,
intermittently on March 10 and were given
a spontaneous standing ovation by the stunt
kitefliers who were there for the state sport
kite championships.

Lyons had help. Tony Wolfenden made
and brought 400 of the kites; Bruce Hawdon's
350 were made with Michael Alvares in
school workshops in 1995; and 120 units
were made in a 30-school project by Anne
Marie Parry, partner with Lyons in The Kite
Factory in Adelaide. The fliers were Wolfen
den and Peter Lloyd from Melbourne, John
McKellow from Sydney and John Daniell
from Port MacQuarie. The flight was not
initiated by anyone person-lilt just hap
pened," Lyons said.

But not without labor. Each builder had
made the kites in batches of 20 to 50 to
allow joining and separating in numerous
configurations. Wolfenden started with a
single 200-kite arch, then when Peter Lloyd
pulled out Hawdon's arches "they started
playing with the shapes you can produce. lt
made for some interesting effects," as Lyons
said. At one point there were 10 separate

- arches flown in a dome style.
1'""'""-......---......==--------'"'"-...... All the kites were diamond-shaped and

about 600 mm x 600 mm (2 ft x 2 ft). Sails
were ripstop; spines were fiberglass or cane
skewers.

Lyons says, IIAll the kites have been
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VISIT THE STORE

GET SERIOUS

., :, ~ ,

: I , 'J'

413-283-2555

FAX
413-283-4037

a"1'i)'~II~
SKY SCRAPERS"'

DYNA-KITE CORP.
P.O. BOX 24

THREE RIVERS, MA
01080

RETA·IL CATALOG AVAILABLE

World's largest online kite catalog
Over 300 pages of

kites, parts, and accessories

Huge selection
of stunt kites.
Full color
photographs
and product
specifications.
Competitive
pnces.

Over 200 different kites
50+ types of lines
50+ types of spars
Accessories. videos. & more....

15 minutes north of Disneyland.
Full service kite shop and catalog
outlet store.
Call for a FREE Catalog.

BFK Sports
2500 E. Imperial Hwy #122C
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 529-6589
FAX (714) 529-6152
email bfk@aol.com
BFK Las Vegas opening May '96

GET THE CATALOG

VISIT THE WEBSITE
WWW.BFKNET.COM
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EMPTY SPAC

Holland, Smith, Figueroa
",~,"

RAYMOND PRUNTY HOLIAND,JR.,
of the Airplane Kite Company in Ros

well, New Mexico died on November 29,
1993 at the age of 83. (Kite Lines learned the
news in 1996.)

Holland was an engineer, inventor and
author and an aerodynamic consultant to
the U.s. Air Force arid the space industry. He
wrote many teclmical articles and two books,
one titled The Physical Nature ofFlight, which
describes aerodynamics in layman's terms.

He held at least 26 patents, including
nine for kites issued from 1938 to 1980..
For the Airplane Kite Company he designed
15 to 20 kites in a range of styles (boxes,
deltas, diamonds, squares, sleds, a dragonfly).
At peak production, the company built
20,000 kites a year and was an early adver
tiser in Kite Tales (predecessor of Kite Lines).

Perhaps his best-known kite was the
Wind Wizard, a ventless sled that was adapt
ed and used by Walt Pasciak of Baltimore,
Maryland in the Big Brothers program. Mel
Govig asked Holland if the local club could
use the design for children's workshops and
publication. Holland graciously agreed.
("Hundreds of Sleds, Hundreds of Smiles" in
the Winter 1977-78 Kite Lines became a
widely distributed sled-making "system.")
Holland was also a Kite Lines editorial advisor.

In about 1986, Holland stopped mak
ing kites when he became increasingly
involved in a Wind-powered electrical gen
erator project. He used a room-sized wind
tunnel at the back of his kite shop for some
of his experiments.

He is survived by his wife and three
daughters, one of whom, Linda Holland,
serves as president of the Holland Corpora
tion and continues the work of developing
and testing the wind-powered generator.

- Valerie Covig

CLYDE T. SMITH of Belleville, Michi
gan, a continuous career kiteflier, died on

February 6, 1996 at age 83.
He was a Ford automobile layout design

er by trade but was involved with the wind
all his life. He had winclmills in his back yard
and went sailing and ice boating for years.

He also flew kites-very much. He re
corded his days of kiteflying in a log he
kept in his billfold: 167 days in 1980, 107
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days in 1981, 137 days in 1982, 280 days in
1983, 362 days in 1984. He was going for all
366 days in 1984 (a leap year) but on Decem
ber 27 was taken to the hospital for a month,
cutting his goal short by four days. After
his recovery he went back to his kiteflying
and kept adding to his log. He was willing to
fly kites at night, in cold weather or briefly
in light rain, and he contended that you
could find an hour at some time during
any day that would serve for kiteflying.

Clyde Smith traveled Widely to kite
events, had many kite friends worldwide
and flew all kinds of kites, most of them
made by his wife Dorothy, who died just 10
months before him.

In his last four months he took his first
flight in a sailplane, and in his last two
weeks he went ice boating with his chil
dren. He will be remembered for his unique
record of continuous kiteflying and his
buoyant personality. -Valerie Covig
with thanks to Barbara Hall and Hemy Tallbert

JUAN HGUEROA of West Orange, New
Jersey, an enthusiastic "regular" on the

East Coast, died on February 7, 1996 of dia
betes at the age of 40.

Born in Brooklyn, Figueroa was a com
puter technician who had flown kites since
childhood. With Carmela Pallotta he often
flew under the Verrazano Narrows Bridge, in
Central Park, Battery Park and (his favorite
site) Liberty State Park. He asked to have
his ashes spread there. He was a Vietnam
veteran; Pallotta said, "Kiting gave him inner
peace."

The pair made and flew many kites to
gether: an 18-ft genki, many fighters, a

Juan Figueroa works on his fighter kite
applique at the 1993 Maryland Kite Retreat.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LV-KS. ARCHIVES

Cody, rokkakus, stunt kites and others. They
took their kites to many local gatherings as
well as to Colombia, Canada and Niagara
Falls, New York. Figueroa particularly enjoyed
Colombia because he spoke Spanish. He
was a valuable translator for English-speak
ing guests at the kite festivals there.

Though he flew stunt kites, Figueroa
used to say: "The Zen of kiteflying is in sin
gle line." -Valerie Covig

with thanks to Carmela Pallotta

ELMER G. WHARTON, America's expert
builder of Asian-style centipede kites,

died on February 19, 1996 in Chicago, Illi
nois at the age of 71.

A theater graduate, he worked as an actor
and model before going into kitchen design.
He then became national director of train
ing in kitchen sales at Sears, Roebuck. His
interest in kites bloomed in the 1970s when
he undertook the challenges of flying and
bamboo framing of centipedes. He was a
member and officer in the Chicagoland Sky
Liners Kite Club and served as a vice preSi
dent of the AKA in 1990.

At a kite festival in Japan, Wharton was
introduced as "Emo Wonton" and the name
was promptly adopted by friends who appre
ciated his expanSive sense of humor.

Writing of him in "Kiting" (the AKA jour
nal), Jim M. Miller recounted:

"He was a two-time champion at the
Smithsonian Kite Festival and won the AKA
Grand National Championship in 1988. He
taught classes on centipede kites and bamboo
usage at numerous workshops around the
country. He also taught classes on kitemak
ing for kids in the Chicago area, and in the
past several years devoted many hours to
teaching kitemaking to the elderly at Heiwa
Terrace, a Japanese retirement home.

"Elmer was well known for his wit and
whimsy, which was often reflected in the
originality of his kite creations. His flying
outhouse, lady on a bicycle, pizza kite and
many more were always favorites with the
spectators at kite festivals.

"Because Elmer was not the kind of per
son to burden others with his problems,
few knew that he had contracted cancer
several years ago. His disease took a turn
for the worse at the end of 1995. His active



THE SKY

Whorton, Wilcox, Gilgollon

""'"

Left, Elmer Wharton poses his lady-on-a-bicycle kite at the
1987 Smithsonian Kite Festival.
Above, George Wilcox (center) guides his troops through the
snow at the Maryland Kite Festival, 1974.
Right, Pat Gilgallon lifts a Waldof Box for display in Detroit's
Fisher Building in 1980.

life was celebrated at a memorial service in
Chicago attended by hundreds of kitefliers
and other friends who took turns sharing
reminiscences of our good friend Elmer."

GEORGE CREAMER WILCOX, JR.
kite promoter in the Scouting move

ment, died in Baltimore, Maryland at the age
of 81 on March 17, 1996.

He had been a technical illustrator, teach
er and co-founder of the Maryland Archaeo
logical Society and very active (for 50 years)
in Boy Scouting.

It was through Scouts that he became
interested in kites. He and his troop made
numerous kites, one a memorable 40-ft
three-part paper box painted to resemble a
totem pole, which flew in harsh weather,
including snow flurries, and landed in a
tree during the 1974 Maryland Kite Festival.

At about this time Wilcox wrote an offi
cial, detailed and eloquent petition to Scout
ing headquarters asking the organization
to establish a Scout merit badge for kitefly
ing. It may have been the first attempt to
place kiting in the program since Paul Garber
\\Tote his manual for the Scouts in 1931.

It was not the last such effort: the AKA
campaigned to win a Scout badge for kiting
in 1990-91, but with no luck. Wilcox knew
their discouragement. His reply from head
quarters had said that his petition would be
considered in about eight years. He lament
ed that the Scouting administration was

"as slow as molasses in January."
Wilcox is survived by his wife Eleanor

(with whom he served as a festival judge for
about 10 years), two sons and two grand
children. - Valerie Govig

PAT YORK GILGALLON, dynamic re
tailer ofThe Unique Place-World of Kites

in Royal Oak, Michigan, died on May 3,
1996 at age 74. After some years of poor
health, she had just sold the shop on March
1st to Gerald and Zelia Honemann.

Gilgallon had been a model, artist, wife,
mother and civic leader before she opened
a kite shop in 1975. She pioneered the idea
of a professional "pro shop" for kiters. She
organized training programs and "flight
suits" for her staff and generously encour
aged other retailers, such as t/-.e Mackinaw
Kite Co. in Mackinaw City, Michigan. She
was instrumental in the start of the 5/20 Kite
Club in 1976; her shop's bulletin board for
kiters spurred connections in the region.

In 1982, when the AKA convention was
held in Detroit, Gilgallon ran a survey of the
kite trade and chaired the trade committee
meeting where it was determined that
government rules required that the kite
business group have a separate association.
The next year the Kite Trade Association
was founded and later developed its own
convention.

Every March and April from 1980 to
1988, Gilgallon filled the 60-foot-high

domed lobby of Detroit's Fisher Building
with her collection of spectacular kites. She
collected important kites and kite memo
rabilia, especially on her trips (to Japan,
China, Egypt and Central America) and at
the auctions at the AKA conventions, where
she was often a bidder on one-of-a-kind
top-dollar items. She was a particular fan of
Domina Jalbert, designer of the parafoil,
and she acquired a large stock of original
Jalbert kites.

Gilgallon was one of the first members of
the Mama-Sans, the international women's
rokkaku kite team, founded in 1983. She was
promotion-minded and on cruises would fly
kites off the ship's stern.

In 1993 Gilgallon underwrote publica
tion of Wayne Hosking's book Kites to TOllch
the Sky. She also helped him travel to Asia for
study and future writing.

Gilgallon's collection of rare kites and
related materials is expected to be up for
sale once a list can be assembled. She leaves
behind a legacy of entrepreneurship that
was featured in the Retail Family Scrapbook
(Winter 1988-89 Kite Lines). She was the
only advertiser to appear in this magazine in
every issue from the first in 1977. Her slogan
was, "We are more than a commercial
endeavor-we are an idea!"

She is survived by her husband Carl and
her three sons, Carl Jr., John and Paul.

-Valerie Govig
with repOiting from Barbara Felker
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U.S. Line Company 16 Union Avenue Westfield, Massachusetts 01086

KITE PATENTS: Every kite-related patent issued
in the U.S. is available in capsule form to those
sending $50 to Ed Grauel, 799 Elmwood
Terrace, Rochester, NY 14620. Included are
patent numbers, filing and issuance dates, inven
tors' names and a brief description for each of
the 836 patents.

WANTED TO BUY: The "Altair" and a "French
Military" kite made by Nick & Sallie Van Sant
(Kites of the Four Winds, now out of business).
Also back issues of Kite Lines from Vol. 1 NO.1
through Vol.5 No.4. Contact: Sam Eagan, 627
Callahan, Muskogee, OK 74403. Phone: 918
683-6261.

LARGE KITE COLLECTION, great prices, all
unused, brand-new condition and top quality.
Stunters, boxes, deltas, foils, etc. Send SAS.E.
for list. Gary Abbott, 3831 Gregory Way,
Stockton, CA 95209, 209-473-8131.

KITE SHOP, videos & toys in Ocean Grove, NJ,
Great Historic Town. Offering an incredible
opportunity to own your own business & real
estate. Turn-key operation in a charming loca
tion. $150,000. Call for an appointment & details.
RE/MAX Heritage Realtors, 908-775-7518

COMPLETE GIBSON GIRL SET: Radio in orig
inal bag, kite, balloon, spare line, with original
instruction booklet. Best offer over $475.00 US,
buyer to pay shipping. Michel Dusariez, Belgium,
fax: +32-2-512-6829.

Information and/or personal stories about Domina
Jalbert for a book I am writing about him. Please
write: Tal Streeter, 2-38 Verbank Village Road,
Verbank, NY 12585, USA; tel: 914-677-3362.

FOR SALE

WANTED

Clossifieds

Classifieds are limited to non-commercial and
personal advertisers. Rates are $1.00 per word,
$10 minimum, payable in advance. Publisher
may edit or abbreviate for space. Send copy
with payment to: Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466,
Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA.

smaller diameter
smoother braid

ONLY $19.95!

1-800~320-3351

PLUS $4.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING
4-6 weeks delivery. V1SA/,\lasteli:anl Accepted

Buffalo Kite Company
49 Argyle Ave.

Buffalo, NY j 4226-4202

FUN, EXCITING,
CHALLENGING &EDUCATIONAL
o hovers - does touch & goes
o takes off and lands vertically
o flies over 100 feet high
o year-round fun l

Manufacturer of the World Record
Holding "Buffalo Box Kite!"

New for 1996!!
Mr. BIG Box Kite

The 6 Foot Box Kite that
folds to just 39 inches!!

Available at your
local kite shop

Tests available:
80-100- IS0
200- 300- lb.

"HAVE A GOOD FLIGHT"

@W~@",~I)j"jjf~

1-800-99-ROTOR
2355 Fairview Avenue, #235 KL

Roseville, MN 55113

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPT IN KITES P,.ntt;J81988 Ql996A11R;gh~Rese~-.d

ANNOUNCEMENT

PILOT YOUR OWN
STARSHIPI

CRUISE THE STARS WITH THE
BRIGHTEST KITE LIGHTS IN THE

KNOWN UNIVERSE
£ HUNDREDS OF TIMES BRIGHTER THAN OTHER
~KITEUGHTS

£ CLIP ON - CUP OFF
AFTER SUNDOWN ~ ~ ATTACH TO YOUR KITE IN SECONDS

~':; NO EXTRA PARTS OR TOOLS REQUIRED

..C ~~ .A CREATES A BLAZING LEADING EDGE THAT
1ft,..Througl' TRANSFORMS ANY KITE INTO A STARSHIP

Fly By Night Kite Ught Company .A NOT FRAGILE - STORE THEM IN YOUR KITE BAG

(206) 351-2385 AVAILABLE IN FINE KITE SHOPS THROUGHOUT THE GALAXY

PABLO DIABLO RETURNS!
The mysterious but true successor to the "dirty
fighter" of New York's Central Park in the 1960s
has surfaced once again, charged with altru
ism. He pledges to give any schoolteacher who
wants one a free kite, made from a sheet of
paper with full instructions on it, along with per
mission to reproduce it for classroom use. The
kite is "Pablo's #1," winner in 1982 of Best Small
Kite at the Sarnia Kite Festival, Ontario, Canada.

Pablo's action is in response to Mel Govig's
editorial (Winter-Spring 1996 Kite Lines) encour
aging readers to pass kite success along to
children.

Teachers are invited to ask Pablo Diablo for
a free kite at PO Box 44014, Aurora, CO 80044
or via e-mail: bootstrap@earthlink.net
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• What balance is, what
stability is-and what's
the difference,

• How to design a kite for
stability,

• How to upscale, how to
downscale, and what
your limits are,

• The brilliant subtlety of
the fighter kite, and

• How to make two sim
ple kites that illustrate
the book's ideas.

AXES JOINING AT B

. 0 i vertical axis

U~~1Iing: -G"'
~er~._,_ -": .-.-.-"

axis , pitching

et::> "'.-6",
~~.0-t

yawing {r "O/';q/

the
aynamiCS

of tetherea

flight

L..Iarm van Veen, one of
.I.lHolland's most
respected and experienced
kiters, writes beautifully in
English to reveal the
properties of kite behavior.
With clear writing, precise
diagrams and humorous
sketches, he shows you...

• Which bridle
adjustments have what
effects on a kite,

-the only book in print
that gives you answers!

" .. .The Tao is in an entirely different league from most previous
kite aerodynamics literature." -Peter Lynn,

leading kite inventor

"The Tao of Kiteflying adds science to the literature of kites and I
enjoyed reading it." -FrancisM. Rogallo,

NASA aeronautical engineer and father of the hang glider

"All you need to know about stabilizing a kite is in Harm van
Veen's fine little book. Most of it is in the table on page 34."
. -William R. Bigge,

physicist and kite theoreticlnn

"A finely tuned book tackling, solving and presenting succinctly
some of the kite's more formidable and entertaining mysteries."

-Tal Streeter,
American sculptor and kite authority

book that tackles
__some of the toughest

-..r2uestions about how
kites fly-

A30lus Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 466

Randallstown, MD
21133-0466

Tel: 410-922-1212
Fax: 410-922-4262

e-mail: 102365.1060
@ compuserve.com

Write for
quantity rates.

The Tao ofKitejlying:
The Dynamics of
Tethered Flight, pub
lished Spring 1996,
56 pages, $12.95

Available at kite
stores, book stores
and direct from the
publisher:

ALL
kite interests

come together in the

American
Kitefliers

Association
Phone or Fax TOLL-FREE

(800) AKA-2550
from outside USA (503) 717-0627

or write

352 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, MD 20850-4117
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Kites by Michael Goddard:
1. Totem Rokkaku: 1995, 7'6"x6'4", ripstop nylon, fiberglass and dowel

2. Tri-D Box: 1993, 7'4"x5'10", ripstop nylon, fiberglass and dowel
3. Mask Delta: 1993, 12' span, ripstop nylon and dowel
4. Sky Dancer, Illusion: 1994, 2'6"x3', ripstop nylon and dowel

5. Untitled Flow Form: 1993, 7'6"x4'8" and 9' winged tube tail, ripstop
nylon. Pencil Windsocks: 7' with 20' tails, ripstop nylon

6. Hot Spot Rokkaku: 1992, 7'6"x6'4", ripstop nylon, fiberglass and dowel
7. Mask Rokkaku: 1991, 7'6"x6'4", ripstop nylon, fiberglass and dowel
8. Akassa: 1996, 8'x8', ripstop nylon, carbon fiber and fiberglass



8

Kitemaker: Michael Goddard, 44, Derbyshire, England
Occupation: Graphic designer and lecturer. Lecturing brings me into contact
with lots of young people. I always encourage my students to keep sketch
books and to explore images using a wide range of media.
Kiteflying experience: I've spent 17 years making and flying kites. I've
moved from simple applique designs to more complex multicell kites in
the 1980s, to more sculptural soft kites and windsocks in the 1990s. I keep
many sketchbooks to develop my kite themes. I usually complete 30 or 40
thumbnails before settling on a final design.
Average amount of time spent on kites: About three months for large kites
Favorite flying spot: Western isles of Scotland
Intent in kitemaking: To share experiences and pass on knowledge
Influences: Pelham's Penguin Book ofKites first caught my imagination. My
recent influences are African masks, totems, Maori myths and tropical birds
and fish. Also, the art of Modigliani, Matisse and Miro.
Photographers: Michael, Fran and Harry Goddard

SKyGALLERY features outstanding kites by one maker in each issue. You are
invited to submit photographs of your finest kites. Write for details: Kite Lines,
P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA. Fax: 410-922-4262.
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